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Abstract
We have estimated the ionospheric location, area, and travel time of quasi-periodic
oscillations originating from the magnetospheric ﬂanks. This was accomplished by
utilizing global and local MHD models and Tsyganenko semi-empirical magnetic ﬁeld
model on multiple published and four new cases believed to be caused by the Kelvin-
Helmholtz Instability. Finally, we used auroral, magnetometer, and radar instruments
to observe the ionospheric signatures. The ionospheric magnetic latitude determined
using global MHD and Tsyganenko models ranged from 58.3 - 80.2 degrees in the
northern hemisphere and -59.6 degrees to -83.4 degrees in the southern hemisphere.
The ionospheric magnetic local time ranged between 5.0 - 13.8 hours in the northern
hemisphere and 1.3 - 11.9 hours in the southern hemisphere. Typical Alfvén wave
travel time from spacecraft location to the closest ionosphere ranged between 0.6 - 3.6
minutes. The projected ionospheric size calculated at an altitude of 100 km ranged
from 47 - 606 km, the same order of magnitude as previously determined ionospheric
signature sizes. Stationary and traveling convection vortices were observed in Su-
perDARN radar data in both hemispheres. The vortices were between 500 - 1,800
km in size. Some events were located within the ionospheric footprint ranges. Pc5
magnetic oscillations were observed in SuperMAG magnetometer data in both hemi-
spheres. The oscillations had periods between 4 - 10 minutes with amplitudes of 3
- 25 nT. They were located within the ionospheric footprint ranges. Some ground
magnetometer data power spectral density peaked at frequencies within one tenth of
a mHz of the peaks found in the corresponding Cluster data. These magnetometer
observations were consistent with previously published results.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this research is to investigate how magnetospheric Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabilities (KHI) eﬀect the ionosphere. KHI identiﬁcation in spacecraft observations
can still be challenging due to the vast size of the magnetosphere compared to space-
craft coverage. Determining a ground-based method of identiﬁcation would therefore
be an asset to our community. To aid in this eﬀort, the proper identiﬁcation of an
ionospheric signature is needed. The purpose of this research is to determine the
ionospheric location, size and travel-time of a KHI occurring at the magnetospheric
ﬂanks. This will allow for the estimation of when and where to look in the ground
based data to document a potential KHI signature in the ionosphere, as well as how
large of a vortex to look for.
We have organized the thesis as follows: Chapter 1 introduces our research and
the environments; Chapter 2 describes Cluster and ionospheric instruments, event se-
lection, global, local, and semi-empirical models, vortex size and perturbation travel
time methodology; Chapter 3 describes the results of the ﬁeld line mapping, pertur-
bation travel times, and vortex sizes in the ionosphere and magnetosphere; Chapter 4
describes the ionospheric signatures observed and Chapter 5 concludes and discusses
the ﬁndings. Appendix I provides ionospheric footprint for global and TS96 model
locations in geographic and magnetic coordinates, Appendix II lists the SuperMAG
station names and geographic coordinates which documented potential signatures,
Appendix III documents the codes written in support of this thesis, Appendix 1V
1
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2
Figure 1.1: Illustration of the Earth’s magnetosphere and its surrounding interplan-
etary phenomena.
documents the geographic dimensions where we observed ionospheric signatures in,
and Appendix V documents a paper accepted for publication to Annales Geophysicae
which incorporates Chapters 1-4 of this thesis.
1.1 The Geomagnetic Environment
1.1.1 Solar Wind
The sun emits a highly conductive plasma, the solar wind, which travels at super-
sonic speeds into interplanetary space. This is caused by the supersonic expansion
of the outer solar corona, as the corona is not in hydro-static equilibrium with the
local interstellar medium (Parker [1958]).The solar wind carries the solar magnetic
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ﬁeld along with it, as the magnetic ﬁeld is ’frozen’ in the plasma due to its high
conductivity. This magnetic ﬁeld is referred to as the interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld
(IMF). The IMF is generally orientated parallel to Earth’s dawn ﬂank shock normal,
but ﬂuctuations can cause the IMF to hit Earth at various other directions. The IMF
has a magnetic ﬁeld strength of a few nT and contains dominantly opened magnetic
ﬁeld lines. When the solar wind encounters the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld, a standing
shock wave is formed as the solar wind is moving at supersonic speeds, faster than
the local fast magnetosonic speed. This standing shock is called the bow shock, rep-
resented in Figure 1.1. Reconnection can occur, causing the IMF to combine with the
Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld. Magnetic reconnection occurs when plasma with anti-parallel
magnetic ﬁeld lines converge to electron inertial scales. This creates a diﬀusion re-
gion, where the plasma carried in the magnetic ﬁeld lines becomes uncoupled from
the their ﬁeld lines. The ﬁeld lines then ’reconnect’, causing the remaining plasma to
become frozen once again. This phenomena provides a transportation mechanism for
the plasma across boundaries, such as the magnetopause (Liu [2011]). Reconnection
has been shown to occurs at the day-side magnetopause, the magnetotail, the cusps,
and the low latitude boundary layer.
1.1.2 Magnetosheath and Magnetosphere
The region between the bow shock and magnetopause, which bounds the Earth’s
magnetosphere (MSP), is the magnetosheath (MSH). The MSH is ﬁlled with plasma
moving at subsonic speeds, which is denser and hotter than the solar wind plasma
and has a magnetic ﬁeld strength greater than the IMF (Baumjohann and Treumann
[1997]). As the solar wind plasma encounters the shock boundary, it becomes com-
pressed and heated. The plasma on the MSH side of the shock becomes denser and
hotter, about 10 cm−3 and a few million Kelvin respectively, but also must decrease
its velocity to maintain energy conservation. This change in velocity causes a loss
of kinetic energy in the plasma and is translated into thermal energy and magnetic
energy, thus increasing the total magnetic ﬁeld (Kivelson and Russell [1995]). The
MSP boundary, the magnetopause, is a dynamic boundary. The stand-oﬀ distance
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between the MSP and the Earth is dynamic due to a pressure balance between the
Earth’s MSP and the solar wind. At the magnetopause, the total pressure of the
MSP is equal to the total pressure of the MSH:
(ρv2 + nkBT +
B2
2µ0
)MSH = (nkBT +
B2
2µ0
)MSP (1.1)
with magnetic ﬁeld B, vacuum permeability µ0, number density n, Boltzmann’s
constant kB, and temperature T . ρv2 is the dynamic pressure, nkBT is the static
pressure, and B
2
2µ0
is the magnetic pressure. The dynamic pressure of the solar wind
is the dominant pressure component in the MSH. This pressure is due to IMF inter-
action elongating the MSP to create the magnetotail. The magnetopause location is
also dynamic, changing with solar wind pressure. A typical stand-oﬀ distance of the
magnetopause is ≈ 10RE (Kivelson and Russell [1995]). The Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld
can roughly be modeled as a dipole ﬁeld in the lower L-shells. An L-shell is a param-
eter used to describle a set of magnetic ﬁeld lines which cross the Earth’s equator at
the number eqivalent to the L-shell value in units of Earth radii. As one moves closer
to Earth and encounters the various current sheets, the dipole ﬁeld approximation
becomes less accurate as more complex terms are necessary to properly model the
ﬁeld. At the outer L-shells, the dipole approximation is not a valid model as it does
not take into account the force (pressure) of the IMF acting upon the system.
1.1.3 Low Latitude Boundary Layer
The region of the MSP we are observing in our research is a magnetopause boundary
layer called the low latitude boundary layer (LLBL). The LLBL consists of plasma
from the MSH and MSP region, with possible plasma ﬂows in any direction. Gener-
ally, the ﬂows are found to be between the MSH and MSP ﬂows (Kivelson and Russell
[1995]). This layer can be hundreds to thousands of kilometers across and is found
over most of the day-side magnetopause and tail-ﬂanks, consisting of both open and
closed ﬁeld lines. All of our events in this thesis occur in the tail-ﬂank region of the
LLBL. The origin of plasma in the LLBL is not entirely clear; MSH plasma may
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reach the LLBL by crossing the magnetopause through open ﬁeld lines, reconnec-
tion, or through diﬀusion processes. During periods of northward IMF, the plasma
distribution between MSH and MSP becomes cooler and denser and is known as
the cold-dense plasma sheet (CDPS) (Fairﬁeld et al. [1981], Lennartsson [1992]).The
CDPS correlates with solar wind time scales of 1 to 2 hours (Borovsky et al. [1998]),
however more prominent mechanisms remain less clear, though high-latitude recon-
nection on the dayside and KH processes at the ﬂank magnetopause remain two main
candidates. Southward IMF creates a much more complicated plasma distribution.
1.1.4 Ionosphere
The Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld plays an important role in ionospheric plasma motion.
The magnetic ﬁeld in the ionosphere is signiﬁcantly stronger, in the tens of thousands
of nT at the poles versus the tens of nT in the MSP. As the magnetic ﬁeld is present in
the ionosphere, ion and electron velocities cannot be simply expressed in terms of the
electric ﬁeld. The presence of the magnetic ﬁeld makes the environment anisotropic
when responding to an electric ﬁeld, thus having diﬀerent conductivities in diﬀerent
directions. Conductivities in the direction of the electric ﬁeld (perpendicular to the
magnetic ﬁeld) are called Petersen conductivities. The component which is perpen-
dicular to the electric ﬁeld (and magnetic ﬁeld) is called a Hall conductivity. Both
these conductivities have respective currents present in the ionosphere. Hall currents
produce the convection patterns which we will see in the SuperDARN data. Peder-
son currents ﬂow across the polar cap to connect the Birkeland currents, which are
FACs (Kivelson and Russell [1995]). When a KHI occurs in the magnetosphere, it
eﬀects the ionospheric environment. The magnetic ﬁeld perturbation will travel along
the magnetospheric ﬁeld lines into the ionosphere, eﬀecting the ionospheric magnetic
ﬁeld. FAC’s can result from KHI activity, altering the ionospheric conductivities as
the current is carried down the ﬁeld line.
particles becomes less frequent, ions and electrons will move together in the pres-
ence of an electric ﬁeld frozen to the magnetic ﬁeld lines at a rate and direction of
E×B
B2
. At auroral and polar latitudes, strong auroral electric ﬁelds may move this
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plasma, causing them to travel from their original location of ionization. As we ob-
serve plasma at lower altitudes, such at 140 km, we see that an ion will not complete
a full gyration before colliding with a neutral particle. The ion begins to gyrate again
under the presence of the electric ﬁeld and once again collide with a neutral particle.
Once the neutral-ion collision frequency equals that of the ion’s gyration frequency,
the ions begin to drift. Once the ion’s gyration frequency becomes less signiﬁcant in
comparison to the neutral-ion collision frequency, the ions do not get a chance to move
and diﬀuse through the neutrals in the direction of the electric ﬁeld. As the gyration
frequency of electrons and ions are diﬀerent, electrons will not suﬀer from signiﬁcant
collision with neutral particles until around 80 km. The diﬀerence of eﬀects from
neutral collisions creates an electric current in the ionosphere (Kivelson and Russell
[1995]).
1.2 Kelvin-Helmholtz Instabilities
KHI is a phenomenon present at a boundary interface between two viscous ﬂuids
moving with diﬀerent velocities with respect to each other. The onset condition for
the KHI in magnetized plasma is given by the following relation:
[k · (V1 −V2)
2] >
n1 + n2
4πm0n1n2
[(k ·B1)
2 + (k ·B2)
2] (1.2)
with wave vector of the KH mode k, number density n, shear ﬂow velocity V
and magnetic ﬁeld B. The subindices refer to the values at both sides of the shear
ﬂow boundary. KHI are important in explaining solar wind transport from the mag-
netosheath (MSH) into the magnetosphere (MSP), particularly during northward
interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF) (Otto and Fairﬁeld [2000], Fairﬁeld et al. [2000],
Nykyri and Otto [2001], Hasegawa et al. [2004]). Detection of southward IMF driven
KHI events are possible, as discussed in Hwang et al. [2011]. However, these condi-
tions typically generate a more dynamic environment, causing irregular vortex signa-
tures and evolutions at intermittent intervals, leaving preferential detection to cases
driven by northern IMF.
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Based on 2D MHD simulations constructed using initial conditions from Cluster
observations, Nykyri et al. [2006] identiﬁed two locations within the KH wave where
reconnection took place. Otto and Fairﬁeld [2000] showed large and rapid magnetic
ﬁeld changes where the Bz component of the magnetic ﬁeld could assume an orien-
tation not consistent with the ﬁeld on both sides of the low-latitude boundary layer
(LLBL). This can be explained by KHI if the k vector has a component along the B
direction. MHD simulations of KHI indicate reconnection can occur inside the cur-
rent layers generated by KHI, providing the major mass transport mechanism for solar
wind entry into the MSP (Nykyri and Otto [2001]). Nykyri and Otto [2001] showed
that B can be parallel at both sides of the boundary of the instability while the anti-
parallel B is generated from the vortex motion of the KHI. A strongly twisted B can
occur within multiple layers of the KHI wave, causing reconnection to occur inside the
vortices, creating high density magnetic islands. These formations can detach from
the MSH, possibly explaining the observation of high densities and low temperatures
of the plasma sheet density and correlation between the plasma sheet density and
solar wind density. Hasegawa et al. [2009] identiﬁed signatures of local reconnection
in a KHI current sheet, however due to its incipient nature, Hasegawa et al. [2009]
believed this reconnection process was unlikely to lead to formation of the dusk-ﬂank
LLBL, but rather that the ﬂank LLBL was a result from other mechanisms such as
diﬀusion or remote reconnection unidentiﬁed by the Cluster spacecraft.
These vortices have been observed and simulated on other planets as well; KHI
waves have been observed in Saturn’s magnetopause (Masters et al. [2010]) and multi-
ple times in Mercury’s magnetopause (Boardsen et al. [2010], Sundberg et al. [2010])
by observing quasi-periodic plasma and magnetic ﬁeld signatures of the spacecraft
data during certain IMF conditions. KHI waves have also been produced in ionopause
simulations of Venus using plasma parameters consistent with Venus spacecraft ob-
servations (Wolﬀ et al. [1980], Terada et al. [2002]).
Past studies have discussed the possible ionospheric eﬀects of the KHI. These
signatures were believed to be the eﬀect of small scale ﬁeld aligned currents (FACs)
which originated from the vortex generated by KHI. FACs can be generated by KHI
as the vortex motion twists the magnetic ﬁeld. Ampere’s Law states a current will
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be produced in the direction of ∇ × B. In particular geometry, the vortex motion
results where the ∇ × B is aligned with the dominant magnetic ﬁeld direction, thus
creating a FAC. In addition, the reconnection process initiated by the KHI can create
a parallel electric ﬁeld and thus accelerate particles along the magnetic ﬁeld line
creating a current aligned with the magnetic ﬁeld.
Ionospheric signatures were previously published by Lui [1989] and Farrugia et al.
[1994] identifying auroral bright spots as a potential eﬀect of KHI activity. Lui [1989]
measured auroral bright spots with dimensions of 50 km to 200 km and Farrugia et al.
[1994] measured auroral bright spot events with dimensions of 40 km to 100 km. Lui
[1989] located these spots between 78.2 degrees to 70.4 degrees magnetic latitude
at 14 hours to 16 hours magnetic local time, and Farrugia et al. [1994] located the
spots between 77 degrees to 74 degrees magnetic latitude at 16 hours magnetic local
time. Both ﬁndings’ location were consistent, showing signatures in similar magnetic
latitudes in the post-noon sector.
Traveling convection vortices are another ionospheric phenomena which may be
produced by KHI (McHenry et al. [1990]). McHenry et al. [1990] studied a chain of
traveling convection vortices which he concluded were KHI induced. Radar observa-
tions from Sondrestrom showed that the path of the chain of vortices was along the
convection reversal boundary and each vortex in the chain followed an alternating
rotational direction pattern. These signatures, along with the lack of upstream solar
wind pressure disturbances, eluded to McHenry et al. [1990]’s conclusion that this
was probably a result of KHI activity in the MSP boundary region.
Low frequency magnetic pulsations in the Pc5 range have been suggested as the
eﬀect of KHI when observed in the dawn region as studied by Ohtani et al. [1999].
The Pc5 range lies between 1 mHz to 10 mHz, having a period of 1.6 minutes to
16 minutes. Another cause of this signature could be an external pressure variation,
however evidence of an observed dusk propagation of the wave with no compressional
signature in the magnetic ﬁeld data and evidence that the wave traveled at a rate
comparable to the MSH ﬂow speed ruled out this other possibility. The Pc5 waves
and polarizations of the rotation of the plasma ﬂow velocity at the ground were con-
sistent with the wave range and polarization in Geotail, which passed up to 1 hour of
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magnetic local time and 6 degrees invariant latitude away from the observing magne-
tometers. The ground station magnetometer oscillations observed were similar to the
5 minute period observed in the Geotail data. The ground station oscillations were
observed with an amplitude of a few nT per second with a peak power spectral den-
sity concurrent with the peak in the spacecraft data. The ground station amplitude
range was approximately an order of magnitude less than the amplitude range of the
spacecraft observations. The dominate ground magnetometer frequency, was within
two tenths of a mHz of the spacecraft’s dominant magnetometer frequency.
The goal of this project is to determine the projected size, ionospheric location and
the travel time of magnetospheric perturbations produced by KHI traveling from the
magnetosphere to the ionosphere and to investigate possible ionospheric signatures
from the ground, optical, and radar data. The projected size of the vortex in the
ionosphere provides estimation of the size of the signature to look for in ground and
spacecraft observations, such as aurora and traveling convection vortex sizes, respec-
tively. Local MHD simulations were used to calculate the magnetospheric vortex size.
The NASA Community Coordinated Modeling Center (CCMC) hosts global magne-
tospheric models which provide an opportunity to map Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld lines
from the observing spacecraft position to the ionosphere during the event’s unique
magnetospheric environment. Their models produce coordinates of the ﬁeld line lo-
cations and magnetic ﬁeld strengths every few hundred kilometers, which allows for
the estimation of travel time from the perturbation to the ionosphere. Field line
mapping was also performed using the Tsyganenko semi-empirical model, discussed
in Section 3.2.
We chose this approach because modeling the KHI directly in the global MHD
simulations is very diﬃcult due to large system size and the ﬁne numerical resolution
required to resolve the magnetopause. In order to study the details of the KHI,
the numerical diﬀusion of the code (which depends on the grid resolution) should
be less than the diﬀusion produced by the KHI (less than 109 m/s2). For example
Fairﬁeld et al. [2007] compared Geotail observations of the KHI during an extended
period of northward IMF orientation with the BATS-R-US global model utilizing
computationally expensive specialized 1/16 RE resolution (not currently available
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in CCMC ’runs on request’ website). Despite this relatively high resolution, their
simulation only produced linear waves that did not reach non-linear stage as observed
in the Geotail data.
Other authors have studied KHI in global codes both during southward (Claudepierre et al.
[2008], Hwang et al. [2011]) and northward (Guo et al. [2010], Li et al. [2012]) IMF
orientations. These studies addressed the large scale structure of the magnetopause
oscillations, spectral power of oscillations (Claudepierre et al. [2008])
and some were able to determine the phase speeds and wavelengths albeit using
only a quarter-system and ignoring the eﬀects of the M-I coupling (Li et al. [2012]).
In the present work, we analyzed ﬁve new events of the KHI that occurred predom-
inately during Parker-Spiral (PS) IMF orientation. Currently there are no previous
works studying KHI in global codes during a PS and Ortho-Parker-Spiral (OPS) IMF
orientation. Studying the KHI during a PS and OPS IMF orientation in global MHD
codes that include M-I coupling and that can simultaneously resolve the KHI at the
ﬂanks and high-latitude reconnection, would be crucial in order to fully address the
dawn-dusk asymmetries arising from asymmetric evolution of these processes and
their mutual interaction. However, this study would require higher numerical resolu-
tion than currently available in CCMC ’runs on request’- website.
1.3 Cluster and Ionospheric Instrument Data
We gathered data from two instruments on board Cluster using spin averaged (4
s) measurements. The magnetic ﬁeld measurements are obtained from the Flux
Gate Magnetometer (FGM) (Balogh et al. [1997, 2001]) from all four spacecraft. Ion
plasma measurements were obtained using the Cluster Ion Spectrometry (CIS) instru-
ments (Rème et al. [2001]). We make use of the temperature, velocity and density
from the Hot Ion Analyser (HIA) on board spacecraft 1 and 3. The proton velocity
and densities for spacecraft 4 are obtained from the ion COmposition and DIstribution
Function analyzer (CODIF).
Table 1.1 documents the data availability for the ionospheric instruments used in
our research. Suﬃcient data could not be collected for analysis during all events and
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Table 1.1: Availability of ionospheric instrument data. Availability refers to the in-
strument’s ability to gather suﬃcient data in the region of the Earth where the event
took place.
Instrument Event
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Polar UVI Yes No No No No No No -
Image FUV No No No No No No No -
SuperDARN - North No Yes - Yes Yes Yes Yes No No
SuperDARN - South Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes No No
SuperMAG - North Yes Yes - Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
SuperMAG - South No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes No
all instruments.
The Imager for Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global Exploration (IMAGE) spacecraft
and Polar spacecraft were used to study auroral ionospheric signatures. We utilized
four of the ﬁve ﬁlters on the ultraviolet imager (UVI); atomic Oxygen 1304 and 1356,
Lyman-Birge-Hopﬁeld (LBH) short with a range from 140 nm to 160 nm, and LBH
long with a range from 160 nm to 175 nm. Polar UVI has an angular resolution
of 0.036 degrees, yielding a spatial resolution of about 11 km, which could be able
to resolve all auroral structures produced by KHI. IMAGE’s far ultraviolet FUV
imager has the capability to image in three wavelength regions; the Wideband Imaging
Camera (WIC) in the N2 LBH bands in the 140 nm to 180 nm range, Spectrographic
Imager (SI) 12 in the Doppler-shifted Lymanα emission around 121.8 nm, and SI13
in a 5 nm passband centered around 135.6 nm. IMAGE FUV has a spatial resolution
of about 150 km (Bisikalo et al. [2003]), which could be able to resolve some of the
auroral bright spots generated by KHI.
SuperDARN was used to study radar signatures of KHI activity. It consists of a
network of over thirty low-power high frequency radars to observe ionospheric plasma,
located in both hemispheres and beginning in the mid-latitude range extending to the
polar regions. Each radar uses an array of phased antennae stepping in azimuth every
3.3 degrees, totaling a sector of 50 km repeating this sector scan every 1 minute to
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2 minutes. SuperDARN has a resolution of about 45 km (Greenwald et al. [1995])
beginning at 180 km from the radar, extending to a maximum range usually greater
than 3500 km (Greenwald et al. [1995]). SuperDARN’s spatial and temporal resolu-
tion should be suﬃcient to resolve the ionospheric vortices.
SuperMAG, used to study the magnetic ﬁeld signatures, is a network of over 200
ground-based magnetometers covering both hemispheres to provide magnetic ﬁeld
perturbations. SuperMAG oﬀers 3D vector measurements of the magnetic ﬁeld, uti-
lizing stations which provide absolute measurements and others with relative measure-
ments. SuperMAG has a temporal resolution of 1 minute, which should be suﬃcient
for observing magnetic ﬁeld perturbations generated by KHI (Gjerloev [2009]).
Chapter 2
METHODOLOGY
The methodology behind this research consisted of three main steps; event selection,
performing local and global MHD simulations and using a semi-empirical magnetic
ﬁeld model to determine the ionospheric locations, vortex sizes, and arrival times
of the perturbations caused by magnetospheric KHI, and observing the ionospheric
signatures. The events chosen to study were determined from previously published
cases as well as new events. Next, the events were modeled by a local MHD simulation,
determining if the event was KH unstable. If the event was KH unstable, the vortex
dimensions were measured from this simulation. Finally, the events were simulated
using two global MHD simulations and a semi-empirical magnetic ﬁeld model to
determine which ﬁeld lines were eﬀected by the KHI. These ﬁeld lines were traced
down to the ionosphere, the potential location of the vortex. The event time in the
ionosphere was calculated by adding the additional Alfvén speed travel time from the
magnetosphere to the ionosphere.
2.1 Event Selection
Table 2.1 displays the KHI event list used for this project, populated from previously
published observations of KHI and events discovered by Moore [2012] in Cluster
data. Event 9 however was observed using Geotail, a spacecraft launched by the
Institute of Space and Astronautical Science and NASA. Table 2.1 documents the
13
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date, time, and geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) system location for each event
for Cluster spacecraft 1 or Geotail. All events exhibited signatures consistent with
typical KHI behavior; quasi-periodic density, temperature, velocity, and magnetic
ﬁeld variations, alternating between typical MSH and MSP values. Rotating the
Cluster data into boundary normal coordinates indicated that the normal component
of the magnetic ﬁeld showed a train of regular bipolar variations consistent with
signatures observed in the local MHD simulations that were generated with each
of the event’s parameters. Boundary normal coordinates are a set of coordinates
deﬁned relative to the magnetopause boundary, where J is the maximum (normal)
variance, K is the intermediate variance, and I is the minimum (tangential) variance
component. The boundary normal analysis assumes a thin one-dimensional boundary
which temporal variations can be neglected. With this assumption, ∇·B, the normal
direction of the magnetic ﬁeld is constant. The minimum variance direction is thus
associated with the component tangential to the boundary and the maximum variance
direction is associated with the boundary normal. Using the relationships ∇×E and
∇ · B, a variance matrix can be populated using either electric ﬁeld or magnetic
ﬁeld data. The maximum eigen value and corresponding eigen vector of the variance
matrix represents the maximum (normal) variance direction (Paschmann and Daly
[1998]).
Event 7, occurred during southward IMF discovered by Hwang et al. [2011], was
added during the course of this research. Therefore, this particular case was only
mapped into the ionosphere to determine its footprint location.
Figure 2.1 shows typical KHI signatures in the data from Event 3. The quasi-
periodic nature of the plasma density, temperature, velocity, and magnetic ﬁeld shows
the spacecraft crossing from MSH-like plasma characterized by high number densi-
ties and low temperatures to MSP-like plasma that has typically low number densities
and higher temperatures. When a KHI occurs, the perturbation can twist the magne-
topause as illustrated in Figure 2.2. As the wave passes by the spacecraft, evidence of
both MSP and MSH-like plasma become present in the time series data sequentially.
We examined the possibility that the new events from Moore [2012] could be
signatures of ﬂux transfer events (FTEs) produced by cusp reconnection, motion of
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Table 2.1: Event dates, times, and GSM location for Cluster spacecraft 1 (Events
1-8) and Geotail (Event 9).
Event Date Event Time MP Location [RE] Reference
1 07/03/2001 05:00-06:00 -8.87, -16.62, 4.11 Nykyri et al. [2006]
2 11/20/2001 20:15-20:45 -3.66, 18.54, -2.63 Hasegawa et al. [2004]
3 06/06/2002 13:20-13:50 -3.53, -16.11, -5.62 Moore [2012]
4 06/13/2002 15:10-15:19 -5.27, 16.21, 5.40 Moore [2012]
5 06/19/2004 08:58-09:22 -6.25, -17.70 ,-2.62 Moore [2012]
6 06/19/2004 09:40-10:00 -6.35, -17.56 ,-2.76 Moore [2012]
7 06/21/2004 03:40-04:00 -2.98, -16.25, 2.32 Moore [2012]
8 07/28/2006 03:07-03:26 -13.08, -12.83, 3.06 Hwang et al. [2011]
9 03/24/1995 05:30-06:30 -14.14, 19.0, -0.26 Fairfield et al. [2000]
Table 2.2: Average Cluster constellation separation for each event and IMF orientation
in GSM coordinates provided through SuperMAG by Weimer et al. [2003].
Event Sep. [km] IMF [nT] Notes
1 800 6, -5, 3 IMF turns south at 05:45 briefly
2 1,300 -3, 1, 2
3 100 3, -4, 0
4 100 1, -3, 6 IMF turns south multiple times briefly
5 400 0, 4, 2 IMF turns south at 09:10 briefly
6 450 0, 4, 3
7 400 1, 0, 1
8 6,000 -3, 6, -6 IMF turns north at 03:24
9 - 2, -7, 11
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Figure 2.1: Cluster plasma (left) and magnetic ﬁeld (right) observations for Event 3
in GSM coordinates, which was used to determine the MSH and MSP values for the
local MHD model. In order, the four spacecrafts are represented by black, red, green,
and blue colors. The left panel, from the top, displays ion density, three velocity
components, total velocity, plasma temperature and pressure. The right panel, from
the top, displays three magnetic ﬁeld components, total magnetic ﬁeld, and current
density. The four smaller panels on the top right hand corner show the Cluster
constellation and location with the asterisk and diamond representing the beginning
and ending of the interval, respectively.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration taken from Nykyri and Otto [2001] of a KHI vortex causing
mixing at the MSP/MSH boundary layer.
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the magnetopause boundary due to pressure pulses or local reconnection modulated
by KHI. A single spacecraft technique, shown by Hasegawa et al. [2006], compares the
speeds of the low density particles, typical of MSP characteristics, with the speeds
of the higher density MSH values. If the MSP particles are traveling faster than
the MSH particles, this can produce a KHI-like signature during northward IMF.
Local reconnection could also be the cause of this signature if the Bz component of
the magnetic ﬁeld was weak. However, the evidence yields a large possibility of the
signatures resulting from of a KHI event. Supporting evidence for this deduction was
provided using the local MHD code which produced an unstable KHI mode when
the events’ initial conditions were used. The new events from Moore [2012] were
obtained using local MHD simulations using four diﬀerent magnetic ﬁeld orientations
with respect to shear ﬂow velocity orientations to test the impact of initial condition
selection on KHI growth. Section 2.4 explains this in more detail.
2.2 Global MHD Model Selection
CCMC hosts multiple global MHD models for community use, including four models
which provide a magnetic ﬁeld line tracing capability: Open Geospace General Cir-
culation Model (OpenGGCM), Block-Adaptive-Tree-Solar wind-Roe-Upwind-Scheme
(BATS-R-US) model, Global Solar Wind-Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling (GU-
MICS) model, and Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry (LFM) model. In order to ﬁlter the models
which were not ideal for our research, we simulated Event 3 to better understand each
model.
Figure 2.3 displays two of CCMC’s global models and their mapped ﬁeld lines
for Event 3 at 13:20 UT. The two left ﬁgures show the ﬁeld lines in the YX and ZY
frame from the OpenGGCM model, and the two right ﬁgures show identical plots
from the BATS-R-US model. Comparing the ﬁgures, the OpenGGCM and BATS-R-
US ﬁeld lines have a diﬀerence of approximately [2, 2, 3] RE in the x, y, z- direction,
respectively.
Table 2.3 lists a few of the Advanced Composite Explorer (ACE) solar wind inputs
and other model parameters required for simulation. Not all models handle their
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Figure 2.3: Mapped ﬁeld line positions of Event 3 at 13:20 UT for OpenGGCM and
BATS-R-US. The left top and bottom images were produced from OpenGGCM and
the right top and bottom images were produced from BATS-R-US. The spacecraft
coordinates can be references from Table 2.1. Each panel illustrates the magnetic
ﬁeld direction using a black arrow and density using the color bar.
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Table 2.3: ACE data and model input variables for Event 3 for each model. Coordi-
nate system acronyms are deﬁned as the following: Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE),
Geosenctric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) and Solar Magnetic (SM).
BATS-R-US OpenGGCM Units
Dipole Update Yes No
B 1.18, -5.1, 0.54 1.18, -5.1, 0.54 nT
V -366.93, -14.17, -8.53 -366.93, -14.17, -8.53 km/s
n 4.28 4.28 cm−3
T 19350.2 19350.2 K
Corotation Real-time No
Coord. System Output GSM GSE
LFM GUMICS Units
Dipole Update Yes No
B 0.1, -5.34, -0.09 0, -5.1, 0.54 nT
V -366.64, -14.67, -9.84 -366.93, -14.17, -8.53 km/s
n 4.12 4.28 cm−3
T 19147.5 19350.2 K
Corotation Real-time No
Coord. System Output SM GSM
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solar wind inputs similarly. For example, GUMICS does not allow for an averaged
value for the Bx component of the solar wind, but instead sets the solar wind Bx
to zero. GUMICS therefore was ruled out to be a less accurate model, as the other
models allowed for an ACE solar wind averaged Bx component to be used instead
of the assumed value. Updating the dipole moment with time and using real-time
coronation values were other parameters which varied per model.
After consulting with CCMC personnel, it was recommended we use OpenGGCM
and BATS-R-US for our research needs. The minor diﬀerences in the results between
OpenGGCM and BATS-R-US are likely due to the updating of the dipole moment
and the diﬀerences in their numerical scheme when solving the MHD equations. As
both models utilize input coordinates in diﬀerent systems, all values shown in this
paper will reﬂect the model’s unique coordinate system. BATS-R-US solves the 3D
MHD equations using a numerical scheme related to Roe’s approximate Riemann
solver. This solver allows for a simulation parameter to be set to update the dipole
moment with time and is solved on a ﬁnite volume adaptive grid (Powell et al. [1999],
Gombosi et al. [2002, 2004], Tóth et al. [2012]). BATS-R-US utilizes a 2D electro-
dynamic potential solver to model the near-Earth environment. OpenGGCM solves
the resistive MHD equations using second order explicit time integration with con-
servative and ﬂux-limited spatial ﬁnite diﬀerences and is coupled with the Coupled
Thermosphere Ionosphere Model for near-Earth approximations, a 3D electric poten-
tial solver. Both programs use a dipole approximation to generate the ionospheric
footprint from the end of their prospective ionospheric solvers to the Earth’s surface.
OpenGGCM does not update its dipole moment with time throughout the simulation.
It uses a stretched Cartesian grid and does not include energetic particle drifts and
ring current physics (Raeder et al. [2001]). As BATS-R-US has the ability to couple
with a ring current model, we chose to exclude this physics to stay consistent with the
capabilities of OpenGGCM. Considerations for the coupling of a ring current model
are discussed further in Section 3.1.1.
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Table 2.4: Mapped ﬁeld line position for Events 1, 3 and 7 for each model. Locations
are shown in magnetic latitude and magnetic local time (UT) coordinates. ’Start’
and ’end’ refer to the spacecraft position taken during the event time window. The
subindices refer to the mapped ﬁeld line locations ending in the northern (N) or
southern (S) pole. The coordinates used for this table were from Cluster spacecraft
1.
Event Model Time Window MALTN MLTN MALTS MTLS
1 BATS-R-US start 67.35 9.43 -64.70 2.87
1 end 68.38 9.82 -69.84 2.73
1 OpenGGCM start 65.42 8.45 -80.14 4.68
1 end 64.09 8.48 -72.93 3.77
3 BATS-R-US start - - -63.57 1.14
3 end - - -60.87 1.41
3 OpenGGCM start - - -71.51 1.63
3 end - - -74.61 1.00
7 BATS-R-US start 66.90 10.24 -76.41 2.71
7 end 66.89 10.29 -77.10 2.55
7 OpenGGCM start 67.06 11.23 -80.38 4.98
7 end 66.56 11.58 -81.63 5.01
2.2.1 Choosing Global MHD Model Times
As event duration varied, it was important to take into account how this eﬀected the
change in mapped ionospheric footprint location. Events 1, 3, and 7 were run through
each model to determine how using the start and end times of the event window would
change the location of the mapped ﬁeld lines. These events were chosen due to their
varying event duration. Once the models were run, the mapped ﬁeld line positions
were recorded for the start time of the event window with its corresponding spacecraft
positions and the positions for the end of the event window with its corresponding
spacecraft positions.
Table 2.4 documents the mapped ﬁeld line position into the ionosphere using both
the start and end times of the event time window for Events 1, 3, and 7. The diﬀer-
ence in mapped ﬁeld line position does not appear to be based on event duration. We
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decided the run both models using both start and end times for each event, as the
change in mapped ﬁeld line position between the start and end of the event duration
was signiﬁcant enough to have an eﬀect on our results. A possible explanation for
the signiﬁcant position change could be the magnetospheric cusp dynamics. If recon-
nection in the cusp was occurring during the event time, the dynamics could largely
eﬀect the position of the ﬁeld lines mapped to the Earth during the event duration.
2.3 Tsyganenko 96 Model
A third model, Tsyganenko 96 (TS96) model, was additionally utilized as it is tradi-
tionally used for ﬁeld line mapping purposes between ionosphere and magnetosphere,
such as in Wing et al. [2005]. TS96 is a semi-empirical approximation of the global
magnetospheric magnetic ﬁeld (Tsyganenko and Stern [1996]). Observations from a
variety of spacecraft are combined with major external magnetospheric sources to rep-
resent the magnetic environment. The TS96 version of the model includes a deﬁned
magnetopause, Region 1 and 2 Birkeland current systems, and IMF boundary pene-
tration. Because of the empirical nature of this model, it inherently includes kinetic
physics unlike the global MHD models. The mapped ﬁeld lines were calculated using
GEOPACK-2008 (Tsyganenko et al. [2008]) which includes an external TS96 model
and internal International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) Model Version 11.0
(Finlay et al. [2010]). The ﬁeld lines were mapped from Earth to the magnetosphere
location at a resolution of 0.05 degrees of latitude and 1.0 degrees of longitude to ﬁnd
which ﬁeld lines came within 0.3 RE of our spacecraft location. This corresponds to
approximately 56 km of latitude and 19 km of longitude resolution respectively taken
at 70 degrees latitude. This was performed at the start and end of the event time
window for the location of Cluster spacecraft 1 for Events 1-8 and Geotail for Event
9.
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2.4 Local 2D MHD Simulations
The local 2D MHD simulations use a computational technique to replace the partial
diﬀerential equations with systems of algebraic equations to provide a numerical solu-
tion (Nykyri [2003]). The resistive MHD equations are used in the simulations (Otto
[1990]) and are solved using a ﬁnite diﬀerence leap frog scheme Potter [1973]. The
resistive MHD equations used are shown as E. 2.1 - E. 2.5
∂ρ
∂t
= −∇ · (ρv) (2.1)
(∂ρv)
∂t
= −∇ · [ρvv +
1
2
(P +B2)I−BB] (2.2)
∂B
∂t
= ∇× (v ×B− ηj) (2.3)
∂h
∂t
= −∇ · (hv) + [
(γ − 1)
γ
]h1−γηj2 (2.4)
j = ∇×B (2.5)
where h = (p/2)1/γ and with plasma mass density ρ, plasma velocity v, plasma
pressure P, magnetic ﬁeld B, current density j, resistivity η, unit identity tensor I,
and ratio of speciﬁc heats for a monoatomic gas γ.
E. 2.1 represents conservation of mass. Conservation of momentum, E. 2.2, in-
cludes terms to represent the thermal pressure, magnetic pressure, and magnetic
tension. E. 2.3 is the Maxwell-Faraday Equation, including both the magnetic con-
vection term and Ohmic term. E. 2.4 represents conservation of energy and E. 2.5
represents Ampere’s Law, which was discussed previously in Chapter 1.
The simulation initial conditions were determined by the following equations
(Nykyri et al. [2006])
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Figure 2.4: The top ﬁgure shows the possible orientation of the MSP (black arrow)
and MSH (red arrow) magnetic ﬁeld. The bottom ﬁgure shows the four possible
orientations of the local MHD plot output as seen by the user; Case 1 set the MSH
Bx orientation as anti-parallel and MSP Bx orientation as parallel with respect to
the VMSH , Case 2 set the MSH Bx orientation as parallel and MSP Bx orientation as
anti-parallel,with respect to the VMSH , Case 3 set both MSH and MSP Bx orientation
as anti-parallel with respect to the VMSH, and Case 4 set both MSH and MSP Bx
orientation to parallel with respect to the VMSH . The red arrows, numbered 1-4,
represent each case. The blue arrow represents the VMSH ﬂow. The black arrows,
labeled A and B, represent the two possible orientations of the BMSP . A represents
the BMSP having a component directed toward the Earth and B represents the BMSP
ﬂow having a component directed tail-ward. Table 2.5 documents the orientations
for Events 3-7.
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Table 2.5: Orientation of the magnetic ﬁeld geometry for Events 3-7 using the notation
shown in Figure 2.4.
Event MSH MSP
3 1 B
4 2 A
5 1 B
6 1 B
7 1 B
Bx0 =
B · v
v
B2z0 = B
2 − B2x By0(x) = 0 (2.6)
vx0(x) = v0(x) vy0(x) = 0 vz0(x) = 0 (2.7)
α = arccos(Bz/BMSP ) β = arccos(Bz/BMSH) (2.8)
with α and β angles between magnetic ﬁeld at either side of the boundary with re-
spect to direction perpendicular to shear ﬂow plane where the x-component is aligned
with the MSH ﬂow and z-component is perpendicular to the ﬂow. All quantities are
normalized to the characteristic values for the system with length scales l to typical
length L0; density ρ to ρ0 = n0m0 with number density n0 and ion mass m0; magnetic
ﬁeld B to B0; velocity v to typical Alfvén velocity va = B0/
√
(µ0ρ0); pressure P to
P0 = B
2
0/(µ0); current density J0 = B0/(µ0L); and time t to characteristic Alfvén
transit time τa = L0/Va. The simulations were developed in a magnetospheric in-
ertial frame.The typical length L0 is normalized to the approximate magnetopause
thickness at the source region of the KHI.
In order to study the evolution of the fastest growing wave mode, the simulation
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box length, x, was adjusted to a wavelength, λ = 4πa, according to Miura and Pritchett
[1982], where a is the velocity shear layer thickness, a = 3L0. The appropriate L0 for
the simulation of each event was computed from the observed wave length, λ = vphT ,
estimated by Cluster measurements of the phase velocity, vph and the wave period,
T . The simulation dimensions were therefore adjusted to [x, y] = [40, 80] L0, where
the larger system size in y was chosen to minimize the eﬀect of boundary conditions
(such as reﬂection of waves) to the evolution of KHI at the center of the simulation
box. The boundary conditions are periodic in x and reﬂective in y-dimension and
uses an adjustable grid of 403x403 grid points and a maximum resolution of 0.1 (10
grid points per L0) around the velocity shear layer. L0 was approximated to 1,000
km for Event 1 and 600 km for Events 2-6.
The phase speed, vph, was estimated using two diﬀerent methods: 1) vph ≈ 12vMSH
(Miura and Pritchett [1982]), where vMSH is the magnitude of the magnetosheath
plasma velocity observed by Cluster, and 2) vph ≈ vHT , where vHT is the de Hoﬀman
Teller (HT) frame velocity (Sonnerup et al. [1995]). The HT frame is a frame where
the convection electric ﬁeld vanishes, thus indicating an approximately steady state
plasma conﬁguration. The HT velocity, vHT , is determined by minimizing |(v−vobs)
× Bobs|
2 in terms of the constant transformation velocity v for a given data set
(Sonnerup et al. [1995]).
The simulation magnetic ﬁeld component Bx is calculated by projecting the ob-
served magnetic ﬁelds on both sides of the boundary along the MSH velocity vector
(Eq. 2.6). The magnetic ﬁeld vector perpendicular to the shear ﬂow plane, Bz, is
also calculated from Eq. 2.6. The initial density, pressure, velocity, and magnetic
ﬁeld magnitudes are calculated using hyperbolic tangent proﬁles (Otto and Fairﬁeld
[2000]) given as:
ρ0(x) =
1
2
(ρMSH + ρMSP ) +
1
2
(ρMSH − ρMSP ) tanh(y/3L0) (2.9)
P0(x) =
1
2
(PMSH + PMSP ) +
1
2
(PMSH − PMSP ) tanh(y/3L0) (2.10)
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v0(x) = −
1
2
vMSH(tanh(y/3L0) + 1) (2.11)
B0(x) =
1
2
(BMSH +BMSP ) +
1
2
(BMSH − BMSP ) tanh(y/3L0) (2.12)
with typical length L0, density ρ and pressure P . Because we are using 2D simu-
lations and the real magnetosphere is 3D, where the k-vector of the wave mode is not
restricted to the equatorial plane but will propagate along the direction where the
ratio between the shear ﬂow and the Alfvén speed is maximized (Nykyri et al. [2006]),
we tilted the shear ﬂow plane at various angles to see whether an unstable boundary
could occur. Using the angle with the best case to result in a KHI unstable boundary,
Event 3 was tilted 10◦, Event 4 was tilted 35◦, and Event 5 and 6 were tilted 15◦.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the possible MSH and MSP magnetic ﬁeld orientations of each
simulation. Because the Cluster observations were already of the perturbed bound-
ary, we ran four simulations for each event to observe the eﬀect of the sign of the Bx
component with respect to the shear ﬂow. The case chosen for further research was
determined by correlating the simulation case conditions with the Cluster data as well
as with the boundary layer structure obtained from the global MHD models. Case 1
set the MSH Bx orientation as anti-parallel and MSP Bx orientation as parallel, Case
2 set the MSH Bx orientation as parallel and MSP Bx orientation as anti-parallel,
Case 3 set both MSH and MSP Bx orientation as anti-parallel and Case 4 set both
MSH and MSP Bx orientation to parallel. For these ﬁve events, the Bz component
was positive on both sides of the boundary. Event 3 was orientated like Case 4, Event
4 was orientated like Case 2, and Events 5, 6, and 7 were orientated like Case 1. The
ﬁnal geometry used for each event is documented in Table 2.5 using the nomenclature
from Figure 2.4.
In order to compare the simulation and observation, a virtual spacecraft was in-
serted into the MHD simulation. The local 2D simulation results, shown on the right
windows in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6, were then compared to the boundary normal
coordinate Cluster data shown on the left windows of Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6.
Comparing the peak and trough values for number density and temperature to the
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variables during the event, the simulations values correspond with the observed values.
The sharp transition between the number density and temperature in the simulation
replicates the quasi-periodic signature as seen in the observations. The bipolar vari-
ation of the normal component of the magnetic ﬁeld (By) also indicates the presence
of a wave at the boundary, corresponding to the maximum variance direction (J) in
the Cluster boundary normal data.
2.5 Perturbation Travel Time
Kinematics was used to determine the amount of time it would take for the perturba-
tion originating from the magnetosphere to travel to the ionosphere along magnetic
ﬁeld lines. In order to calculate the time lag between a KHI occurrence and a poten-
tial ionospheric signature, the Alfvén speed was calculated using the average magnetic
ﬁeld strength associated with a given ﬁeld line position.
dr = |r2 − r1| (2.13)
Vaavg =
Va1 + Va2
2
(2.14)
δt =
dr
Vaavg
(2.15)
Va =
B√
µρ
is the Alfvén speed and the subindices refer to the diﬀerent positions
of the given magnetic ﬁeld line. The diﬀerence in vector position between two points
along a ﬁeld line, dr, was calculated.
Figure 2.7 illustrates this method; The Alfvén speed was averaged between these
two points, then divided under dr to determine the length of time it took to travel
from ~r1 to ~r2. This calculation occurred at each point along the ﬁeld line, allowing
the change in time δt to be accumulated over the entire length of the ﬁeld line.
All magnetospheric variables needed for this calculation were taken from the CCMC
model variables at each respective location. The ending altitude for this analysis was
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Figure 2.5: Cluster and simulation plasma data for Event 3. The window on the left
display Cluster data in boundary-normal coordinates, used to determine the MSH and
MSP values for the local MHD model. In order, the four spacecrafts are represented
by black, red, green, and blue colors. From the top, the plot displays number density,
components of velocity and total velocity and temperature. The window on the right
display the MHD simulation data. From the top, the plot displays number density,
components of velocity and total velocity, temperature and components of pressure.
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Figure 2.6: Cluster and simulation magnetic ﬁeld data for Event 3. The window on
the left display Cluster data in boundary-normal coordinates, used to determine the
MSH and MSP values for the local MHD model. In order, the four spacecrafts are
represented by black, red, green, and blue colors. From the top, the plot displays
components of magnetic ﬁeld (BJ is the maximum variance (normal), BK is the
intermediate variance, and BI is the minimum variance (tangential) component),
total magnetic ﬁeld, current density. The window on the right display the MHD
simulation data. From the top, the plot displays components of magnetic ﬁeld and
total magnetic ﬁeld.
Figure 2.7: Illustration of the time lag methodology for calculating the perturbation
travel time from the magnetosphere to the ionosphere.
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3.6 RE , the average termination altitude for the global MHD models. However, our
altitude of interest in the ionosphere was 100 km, as it is the average auroral altitude
(Deehr et al. [2005]) and we are interested in looking at auroral data for potential
optical signatures. Convection vortices, another manifestation of potential signatures,
can be observed by the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) which
looks at reﬂections in the F-region (150 km to 800 km) (Greenwald et al. [1995]).
Considerations for the time adjustments from 3.6RE to the lower altitudes is discussed
further in Section 3.3.1.
2.6 Determining the Ionospheric Vorticity Area
The frozen-ﬂux theorem was the basis for determining the ionospheric vortex size
φM = φI (2.16)
where φ = BA is the magnetic ﬂux and subindices ’M’ and ’I’ refer to the mag-
netosphere and ionosphere, respectively. The ratio of the magnetic ﬁelds for the two
regions is calculated to determine the size of the projected ionospheric vortex,
AI = AM
BM
BI
(2.17)
where BM is the average value of BMSP and BMSH , BI is determined from the
IGRF, AI is the projection ionospheric area and AM is the magnetospheric area of
the vortex determined from local MHD simulations.
Figure 2.8 shows the simulation onset and growth of the KHI vortex during Event
3. The top and bottom left ﬁgures show the velocity vectors represented by the
arrows and magnetic ﬁeld strength depicted by color. The top and bottom right
ﬁgures show the density represented by color. The black lines are magnetic ﬁeld lines
projected onto shear ﬂow plane. The two top ﬁgures show the onset of the vortex
and the bottom two ﬁgures represent how the vortex has evolved over time. Fluid
elements, represented by asterisks, were initialized at the onset of the simulation at
the MSH/MSP boundary. There were no initial velocity vectors on the MSP side
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Figure 2.8: Example of the onset and evolution of the KHI vortex simulated by local
MHD simulations for Event 3. The top and bottom left ﬁgures show the velocity
vectors represented by the arrows and magnetic ﬁeld depicted by color. The top and
bottom right ﬁgures show the density represented by the color. The two top ﬁgures
show the onset of the vortex and the bottom two ﬁgures represent how the vortex has
evolved over time. The asterisks in the ﬁgures represent ﬂuid elements. All values
listed are in normalized units. The positive x-axis is up and the positive y-axis is
right.
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as the area estimates were done in the MSP inertial frame to check whether the
ﬂuid elements indeed made a vortex structure that could produce a ﬁeld aligned
current. The plasma ﬂuid element’s location during the simulation was integrated
from the plasma velocity. Each window shows a simulation geometry spun 180 degrees
from what was illustrated in Figure 2.4. In the simulation, the MSP region can be
identiﬁed by its low density value. Once the vortex fully developed, we measured the
dimensions where the plasma ﬂuid elements created a full rotation within the vortex.
In Figure 2.8, the full rotation of plasma ﬂuid elements centered around [9,-2] in XY
normalized units, respectively. When AM was calculated from the simulation, new
vortex dimensions for the ionospheric vortex AI were approximated from Eq. 2.17 by
conserving the ratio of the magnetospheric area dimensions.
Chapter 3
RESULTS FOR FIELD LINE
MAPPING, IONOSPHERIC
VORTEX SIZE AND TRAVEL
TIME ANALYSIS
3.1 Field Line Mapping using Global MHD Models
Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 lists the ionospheric footprint location of the ﬁeld lines
corresponding to the start and end of the event duration using BATS-R-US and
OpenGGCM, respectively. Each footprint location was obtained by mapping each
spacecraft’s location into the ionosphere and averaging the four Cluster spacecraft’s
footprint locations. For Events 2 and 9, both global MHD models calculated that the
KHI encountered open ﬁeld lines, which did not map back to Earth.
Table 3.3 lists the average location between the OpenGGCM and BATS-R-US
results and deviation in magnetic latitude and local time (UT) at the Earth’s surface
for each event. Each footprint location in OpenGGCM and BATS-R-US was obtained
by mapping each spacecraft’s location into the ionosphere and averaging the four
Cluster spacecraft’s footprint locations. The deviation in location was calculated
by averaging the diﬀerence in ionospheric location of the ﬁeld lines for the starting
35
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Table 3.1: Field line mapping results using BATS-R-US in magnetic latitude and
local time (UT). ’Start’ and ’end’ refer to the spacecraft position taken during the
event time window. The subindices refer to the mapped ﬁeld line locations ending in
the northern (N) or southern (S) pole.
Event Time Window MLATN MLTN MLATS MLTS
1 start 67.35 9.43 -64.70 2.87
end 68.38 9.82 -69.84 2.73
2 start - - - -
end - - - -
3 start - - -63.57 1.14
end - - -60.87 1.41
4 start - - - -
end - - - -
5 start 59.05 10.72 - -
end 58.40 10.86 - -
6 start 59.38 10.93 - -
end 59.01 10.67 -67.84 1.46
7 start 66.90 10.24 -76.41 2.71
end 66.89 10.29 -77.10 2.55
8 start 67.02 5.75 -67.17 4.22
end 69.12 7.43 -66.94 3.52
9 start - - - -
end - - - -
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Table 3.2: Field line mapping results using OpenGGCM in magnetic latitude and
local time (UT). ’Start’ and ’end’ refer to the spacecraft position taken during the
event time window. The subindices refer to the mapped ﬁeld line locations ending in
the northern (N) or southern (S) pole.
Event Time Window MLATN MLTN MLATS MLTS
1 start 65.42 8.45 -80.14 4.68
end 64.09 8.48 -72.93 3.77
2 start - - - -
end - - - -
3 start - - -71.51 1.63
end - - -74.61 1.00
4 start 58.29 9.87 - -
end 58.27 9.91 - -
5 start 58.43 1.48 -59.49 9.93
end 58.28 1.64 -59.63 9.91
6 start 58.32 1.76 -59.94 9.82
end 60.80 2.28 -59.84 9.91
7 start 67.06 11.23 -80.38 4.98
end 66.56 11.58 -81.63 5.01
8 start 59.50 9.06 -78.25 8.06
end 60.23 8.18 -78.95 4.02
9 start - - - -
end - - - -
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Table 3.3: Average ionospheric footprint locations in magnetic latitude and local time
(UT) coordinates. The subindices refer to the mapped ﬁeld line locations ending in
the northern (N) or southern (S) pole. *Note that the data from Event 8 was not
used to calculate the average deviation, as this event occurred during southward IMF,
causing a high variability in position due to the dynamic environment.
Event MLATN MLTN MLATS MLTS
1 66.4 9.1 -71.9 3.5
2 - - - -
3 - - -67.6 1.3
4 58.3 9.9 - -
5 58.5 6.5 -59.6 9.9
6 58.9 6.4 -62.3 7.3
7 66.8 10.8 -78.9 3.8
8* 64.0 7.6 -72.8 5.0
9 - - - -
Avg. Deviation 2.1 4.7 9.3 1.6
and ending spacecraft positions and the diﬀerence in mapped location between the
two models. The ionospheric footprints in the northern hemisphere varied from 58.3
degrees to 66.4 degrees magnetic latitude with an average deviation of 2.5 degrees.
The magnetic local times in the northern hemisphere varied from 6.4 hours to 9.9
hours with an average deviation of 5.7 hours. The ionospheric footprints in the
southern hemisphere varied from -59.6 degrees to -72.8 degrees magnetic latitude
with an average deviation of 11.8 degrees. The magnetic local times in the southern
hemisphere varied from 1.3 hours to 9.9 hours with an average deviation of 1.2 hours.
Both global MHD models calculated that the KHI which occurred during Event 2 and
Event 8 took place on open ﬁeld lines, that is, ﬁeld lines which did not connect to the
Earthś ionosphere. Both models also calculated that the KHI which occurred during
Event 3 occurred on ﬁeld lines mapping only to the southern hemisphere whereas
the KHI which occurred during Event 4 occurred on ﬁeld lines mapping only to the
northern hemisphere.
One must also take into account the position of the spacecraft constellation in
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reference to the vortex. Currently, we assume the spacecraft is located near the
center of the vortex. However, if the constellation is located at the edge of the vortex,
then one could expect the center of the vortex to be up to half of its size away from
the ionospheric footprint location. Using the largest vortex size, this deviation could
be up to 300 km away, corresponding to approximately 2.5 degrees magnetic latitude
and 0.2 hours magnetic local time.
3.1.1 Comparison to BATS-R-US Coupled with Ring Current
Model
All events were additionally modeled using BATS-R-US coupled with the ring current
model, with results listed in Table 3.4. The ring current model, speciﬁcally the Rice
Convection Model, couples the inner and middle magnetosphere with the ionosphere
(Toﬀoletto et al. [2003]) to generate more realistic Region 1 currents. Generally, the
diﬀerence in results between the BATS-R-US results coupled and not coupled with
the ring current model resulted in minor location changes which would not alter
our results signiﬁcantly, as most are within the deviation limits (For reference see
Table 3.3). The northern magnetic latitude of the footprint for Event 7 yielded a
result greater than the deviation. The most signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the results was
the calculated footprint for Event 4. The uncoupled model run yielded a ﬁeld line
with a footprint in the northern hemisphere, while the coupled model considered this
event to eﬀect only open ﬁeld lines.
research, one must take this into account when determining the potential iono-
spheric signatures. It could eﬀect the results of the ﬁeld line mapping into the iono-
sphere if reconnection took place in a location eﬀecting the ﬁeld lines where the KHI
occurred. One way to investigate if this phenomena occurred is to use the results
from the CCMC global MHD models. Ohm’s Law, j = σE with current density j,
conductivity σ and electric ﬁeld E must include the current induced by the Lorentz
force when residing in an external magnetic ﬁeld B moving at a velocity v: j = σE.
If there is cusp reconnection for the prevailing geometry, one should observe in the
cusp E and j on the dawn side high-altitude cusp. There were no events which
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Table 3.4: Comparison between ionospheric footprint locations of the ring current
coupled and non-coupled runs of the BATS-R-US global MHD model. Notice Event
4 yielded a footprint in the ionosphere for the coupled run, and was considered to
be on open ﬁeld lines only during the non-coupled run. The subindices refer to the
mapped ﬁeld line locations ending in the northern (N) or southern (S) pole.
Event ∆MLATN ∆MLTN ∆MLATS ∆MLTS
1 -0.46 0.3 3.68 -0.35
2 - - - -
3 - - -1.63 -0.19
4 51.31 13.44 - -
5 0.1 0.06 - -
6 0.36 0.17 -0.89 -0.26
7 3.62 0.18 -1.3 -0.21
8 0.16 -0.71 -1.15 0.19
9 - - - -
demonstrated a clear reconnection signature when comparing E and j plots using the
CCMC global MHD model results.
3.2 Field Line Mapping using TS96 Model
The TS96 ﬁeld line mapping results are shown in Table 3.5. The deviation in the
location was calculated by averaging the diﬀerence in ionospheric location of the ﬁeld
lines for the starting and ending spacecraft positions. The ionospheric footprints in
the northern hemisphere varied from 72.9 degrees to 80.2 degrees magnetic latitude
with an average deviation of 0.07 degrees. The magnetic local times in the north-
ern hemisphere varied from 5.0 hours to 13.8 hours with an average deviation of
0.11 hours. The ionospheric footprints in the southern hemisphere varied from -72.6
degrees to -83.4 degrees magnetic latitude with an average deviation of 1.9 degrees.
The magnetic local times in the southern hemisphere varied between 4.9 hours to 11.9
hours with an average deviation of -0.2 hours. This model calculated that the KHI
which occurred during Event 3 occurred on ﬁeld lines mapping only to the southern
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Table 3.5: TS96 ionospheric footprint location in magnetic latitude and local time
(UT) coordinates. The subindices refer to the mapped ﬁeld line locations ending in
the northern (N) or southern (S) pole.
Event MLATN MLTN MLATS MLTS
1 76.2 10.2 -75.5 6.6
2 77.2 13.8 -78.8 11.9
3 - - -77.7 5.3
4 75.0 6.9 -72.6 4.9
5 80.2 6.4 -80.5 11.4
6 79.6 6.1 -83.4 9.1
7 76.6 9.0 -75.5 10.2
8 74.4 5.0 -76.9 5.4
9 72.9 12.9 - -
Avg. Deviation 0.2 0.04 1.6 -0.1
hemisphere whereas the KHI which occurred during Event 8 occurred on ﬁeld lines
mapping only to the northern hemisphere. These results diﬀer from the global MHD
results, as Event 2 mapped into both hemispheres, Event 4 mapped into the southern
hemisphere, and Event 8 mapped into the northern hemisphere. They also greatly
diﬀer in the magnetic latitude of the footprint. The magnetic latitude varies between
a maximum of -21.07 degrees and minimum of 3.5 degrees, averaging 13.9 degrees of
diﬀerence between the two types of models. The magnetic local time varies between
a maximum of 4.0 hours and minimum of 0.1 hours for both hemispheres, averaging
2.1 hours of diﬀerence between the two models. This was the most signiﬁcant diﬀer-
ence between the two diﬀerent types of models. The diﬀerence is perhaps due to the
diﬀerent near Earth approximations used by the two model types.
3.3 Perturbation Travel Time
Table 3.6 documents the travel time in seconds from the spacecraft location into
an average of 3.6 RE altitude at each hemisphere. The diﬀerence in travel time
duration between the four spacecraft for a given event was under one second on
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Table 3.6: Travel time in seconds reach 3.6 RE towards each hemisphere. tN and tS
represent travel time to the northern and southern hemisphere, respectively.
Event tN [sec] tS [sec] tN [sec] tS [sec]
OpenGGCM BATS-R-US
1 213.2 300 103.6 566.3
2 - - - -
3 - 105.4 - 170.4
4 108.3 - - -
5 892.1 60.7 181.3 -
6 1626.7 36.9 138.9 -
7 85.2 334.7 114.1 325.2
average, therefore the ﬁnal travel time was represented by the ﬁrst spacecraft. Travel
times varied from ≈ 61 seconds to 27 minutes 7 seconds. All events mapped by
OpenGGCM had faster travel times to the southern hemisphere. For BATS-R-US,
the events which mapped into the northern hemisphere had faster travel times, with an
exception of Event 3 which only mapped into the southern hemisphere. All calculated
travel times were within an expected proximity of one another when comparing the
results from the two models, except Event 6.
The travel time results from Event 6 portrays how the model’s results varied
due to ﬁeld line topology diﬀerences. The diﬀerence between the BATS-R-US and
OpenGGCM’s times were due to the diﬀerence in their projected ﬁeld line topology,
as plotted in Figure 3.1. BATS-R-US incorporates a numerical analysis technique
where the dipole moment is updated at each iteration, while OpenGGCM does not.
One should also take note that Event 5 occurred 20 minutes before Event 6, and had
a travel time half as long in the OpenGGCM results than in the BATS-R-US results.
Table 3.7 shows the new event time windows with the added approximate average
travel times from the initial location of the KHI event to 3.6 RE to be used when
looking at ground spacecraft data.
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Figure 3.1: Diﬀerence in the global MHD model’s projected ﬁeld lines which the
Cluster constellation passed through during the KHI for Event 6. The spacecraft
coordinates at the start of the event can be referenced from Table 2.1. The left top
and bottom images were produced from BATS-R-US and the right top and bottom
images were produced from OpenGGCM.
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Table 3.7: New event time windows for each event. These new times include the
additional average travel time to reach 3.6 RE for each pole. ’North’ and ’south’ refer
to the event time window of the KHI into the referenced hemisphere.
Event North South
1 05:03-06:03 05:07-06:07
2 - -
3 - 13:22-13:52
4 15:12-15:21 -
5 09:13-09:37 08:59-09:23
6 09:49-10:09 09:41-10:01
7 03:42-04:02 03:46-04:06
3.3.1 Alfvén Speed Change at Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Tran-
sition
We researched how the change Alfvén speed was eﬀected due to increasing magnetic
ﬁeld strength and density as the altitude dropped towards Earth. Our altitude of in-
terest is 100 km, as we will be using auroral data to determine potential ionospheric
signatures and this is where aurora commonly occurs (Deehr et al. [2005]). Convec-
tion vortices, another possible signature associated with KHI, occur in the F-region
(150 km -800 km) (Greenwald et al. [1995]). Travel time results for these altitudes
are discussed in Section 3.4.
To observe the eﬀect the change in density had on our results, we looked at
which ions were abundantly present at altitudes above 100 km. Figure 3.2 shows the
change in density for O+ over an altitude from 2,500 km to 100 km provided by the
Ionospheric Reference Ionosphere (IRI) Model (Bilitza [2001]). The model was ran
for two events at their event start times at their projected magnetic location on the
Earth. Numerous ion density’s were acquired from the model, however oxygen held
the most prominent ion in altitudes above 100 km.
Three methods of determining additional travel time from our model termination
altitude to our altitude of interest were discussed, organized in Table 3.8. Method 1
used a linear projection from the ending altitude of the CCMC model’s, 3.6 RE , to
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Figure 3.2: O+ percentage in the atmosphere per height. The blue line represents
Event 1 and green line represents Event 3 at their event start times.
Table 3.8: Additional Alfvén speed travel time considerations based on diﬀerent as-
sumptions made at given altitudes. Method 3 was the chosen method as it is the most
accurate, however the additional time was neglected due to its insigniﬁcant eﬀect on
our results.
Method Alt.start Alt.end Assumption t [sec]
1 3.6 RE 2500 km Va as calculated at 3.6 RE 1.15
1 2500 km 100 km 100% O+ density in the atmosphere 1.08
2 3.6 RE 100 km Increasing B with altitude 0.12
3 3.6 RE 100 km
Increasing B with al-
titude and 100% O+
density in the atmo-
sphere from 2500-100
km
0.15
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2,500 km. The Alfvén speed Va was calculated at 3.6 RE using the CCMC model.
This resulted in an addition of 1.15 seconds to the travel time. The travel time from
2,500 km to 100 km included a signiﬁcant O+ population. To determine the most
extreme result, we assumed a 100% population of the ion (Bilitza [2001]). The Va
calculated at 3.6 RE was divided by the square root of oxygen’s mass number, to
account for the ρ
1
2 in the Alfvén speed calculation. This overestimation of density
change resulted in an additional 1.08 seconds to the travel time. Method 1 would
therefore add a total of 2.23 seconds to the times listed in Table 3.6. Method 2 used
the Va and magnetic ﬁeld B calculated at 3.6 RE as a start point for the calculation. A
linear relationship was assumed to decrease the B with altitude, raising the magnetic
ﬁeld by 500 nT every 250 km, starting at 3.6 Re. This resulted in a magnetic ﬁeld
value of 53,000 nT at 100 km, which is consistent with the value from IGRF. Va
was recalculated every 250 km with the updated B value for that altitude. We did
not include any ion considerations in this method. Method 2 added a total of 0.12
seconds to the times listed in Table 3.6. Method 3 included both Method 1 and 2
variable estimations; 100% O+ levels from 2,500 km to 100 km, and an increasing
B at the rate of 500 nT per 250 km from 3.6 Re to 100 km. This method was the
most accurate, as it included both previous assumptions. The travel time would add
0.15 seconds to the previous listed times in Table 3.6. However, since this addition
is less than the temporal resolution of the ground and spacecraft systems utilized in
our research, the additional 0.15 seconds was neglected.
3.4 Ionospheric Vorticity Area
Table 3.9 shows the approximate dimensions of the vortex at 100 km altitude using
vph ≈
1
2
vMSH , resulting in sizes between 62 km to 430 km. The vortex size results are
within the same order of magnitude as previously published sizes from Lui [1989] and
Farrugia et al. [1994] of 50 km to 250 km. Deviation from these sizes is on the order
of one kilometer per dimension, as a 0.5 RE magnetospheric sizing error would only
yield a 15 km error. Table 3.10 shows the approximate dimensions of the vortex at
100 km altitude using vph ≈ vHT , resulting in sizes between 47 km to 606 km. These
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Table 3.9: Vorticity dimensions for both hemispheres in the ionosphere at 100 km.
Subindices I and M represent ionosphere and magnetosphere, respectively.
Event XI [km] YI [km] XI [km] YI [km]
North North South South
1 258 166 262 168
2 108 62 114 66
3 - - 430 300
4 241 225 - -
5 175 149 186 165
6 160 137 169 147
7 89 77 87 75
Table 3.10: Vorticity dimensions for both hemispheres in the ionosphere at 100 km
using vph = vHT in the wavelength calculation. Subindices I and M represent iono-
sphere and magnetosphere, respectively.
Event XI [km] YI [km] XI [km] YI [km]
North North South South
1 226 145 230 147
2 82 47 87 50
3 - - 606 423
4 304 285 - -
5 115 97 121 108
6 142 122 150 131
7 82 70 80 69
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vortex size results are the same order of magnitude as previously published sizes from
Lui [1989] and Farrugia et al. [1994] and the results in Table 3.9. Hasegawa et al.
[2004] calculated the scale of one wavelength in the magnetosphere for Event 2 to
be between 40,000 km and 55,000 km using in-situ measurements. They inferred
the initial thickness of the velocity shear to be roughly 5,000 km to 7,000 km as the
wavelength of the fastest growing KH mode was estimated to eight times the initial
total thickness of the velocity shear. However, Foullon et al. [2008] disagreed with
this and determined the wavelength to be between 16,000 km and 21,000 km. Both
of these magnetospheric wavelengths are larger than our estimation of 7,000 km to
12,000 km based on λ = vphT , which suggest that our simple estimation of phase
speed using both vph ≈ 12vMSH and vph ≈ vHT yields an underestimation. If this
trend is valid also for other events, our vortex sizes are underestimated at least by
factor of approximately 4/3.
Chapter 4
RESULTS FOR IONOSPHERIC
SIGNATURES
Only events which had available data in their respective ionospheric instruments will
be discussed in the following sections. For reference, Table 1.1 lists the available iono-
spheric data for each event. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 display the global MHD and TS96
mapped ionospheric footprint locations on geographic coordinates. Appendix .3 doc-
uments the coordinates which we observed ionospheric signatures in the SuperDARN
and SuperMAG data.
4.1 POLAR UVI Signatures
4.1.1 Event 1
A bright spot, higher particle ﬂux than the surrounding regions, is noticeable around
66 degrees geographic latitude and 9 hours magnetic local time in the northern hemi-
sphere. This location is within the range of the ionospheric footprint. Figure 4.3
displays the image at 05:26 UT. Referring to the particle ﬂux key on the left, this
region has a ﬂux of approximately 50-60 photons/cm2s while the surrounding region
is less than 20 photons/cm2s. This spot disappears in the next frame and returns at
05:44 UT. In this frame, the location has traveled north by approximately 4 degrees
49
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Figure 4.1: Global MHD model and TS96 models northern hemisphere geographic
locations of each event mapped into the ionosphere. The red triangle symbol repre-
sents a mapped global MHD model location and the blue square represents a mapped
TS96 model location.
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Figure 4.2: Global MHD model and TS96 models southern hemisphere geographic
locations of each event mapped into the ionosphere. The red triangle symbol repre-
sents a mapped global MHD model location and the blue square represents a mapped
TS96 model location.
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Figure 4.3: Polar UVI data for Event 1 at 05:26 UT in the northern hemisphere.
The color bar to the right indicates the particle ﬂux. This image was ﬁltered by the
LBH long ﬁlter. Notice the higher particle ﬂux region at approximately 66 degrees
geographic latitude and 9 hours magnetic local time.
geographic latitude when compared to it’s original position.
4.2 SuperDARN Signatures
Because the radar’s reﬂection region is in the F-region, at altitudes from 150 km to
800 km, new vortex dimensions were calculated at these altitudes. Updated travel
times to this altitude were not necessary based on the temporal resolution of the
instruments. Vortex dimensions increase by approximately 25% at 600 km versus
100 km, as seen in the magnetic ﬁeld data Finlay et al. [2010]). Using A = xy, we
used a simple assumption to increase each vortex dimension listed in Table 3.9 by
approximately 10-15%. This would roughly conserve the ratio of x and y dimensions
and total area.
Table 4.1 documents the new vortex dimensions at 600 km by increasing the
previous dimensions by 15%, ranging between 71 km and 495 km. Using the vph =
vHT method of calculating the vortex sizes as discussed in Section 2.6, the vortex
dimensions lie between 55 km and 697 km at 600 km altitude. Since the vortex in
the F-region would be larger than at 100 km, SuperDARN’s resolution should be
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Table 4.1: Adjusted vortex dimensions in the northern/southern ionosphere at 600
km. Subindices I and M represent ionosphere and magnetosphere, respectively.
Event XI [km] YI [km] XI [km] YI [km]
North North South South
1 297 191 302 193
2 124 71 131 76
3 - - 495 345
4 277 259 - -
5 201 171 213 189
6 184 158 194 169
7 102 88 100 87
suﬃcient to resolve the vortex in this region. SuperDARN convection maps represent
data in geographic latitude and magnetic local time.
The coordinate ranges used to observe potential KHI signatures include both
global MHD and TS96 ionospheric footprints, as well as their deviations. Table 4.2
displays the hemisphere, location, speed, size, and vortex type of the observed signa-
tures. In reference to vortex type, type 1 refers to a stationary vortex, type 2 refers
to a traveling vortex, and type 3 refers to an event having multiple vortices observed
at the same time. The location is categorized as within the TS96 geographic limit,
within the MHD geographic limit, or outside both limits. SuperDARN radar covered
the ionospheric footprint region for Events 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 in the northern hemisphere
and Events 1, 5, 6 and 7 in the southern hemisphere. Event 6 did not show any signs
of vortices present in the data. Event 1, 5 and 7 located vortices withing the TS96
footprint region in the southern hemisphere, while the remainder of the events in the
northern hemisphere located vortices outside both global and TS96 footprint predic-
tions. The vortex speeds varied between 250 m/s and 400 m/s with sizes between
500 km to 1,800 km. Most vortex sizes were larger than the predicted sizes which
ranged approximately from 50 km to 600 km, with the exception of Event 7. Another
possibility could be that the observed vortices were convection cells. Events 1, 4, 5
and 7 in the southern hemisphere were of type 1, indicating the presence of a single,
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Table 4.2: Summary of the potential SuperDARN signatures for the northern and
southern hemisphere. Under the type column, ’1’ refers to a stationary vortex, ’2’
refers to a traveling vortex, and ’3’ refers to the event having multiple vortices ob-
served at the same time.
Event Hemisphere Location Speed [m/s] Size [km] Type
1 South In TS96 limit 400 1,000 1
2 North Outside limit 300 1,100 2
4 North Outside limit 300 1,200 1
5 North Outside limit 400 1,800 2
South In TS96 limit 300 1,200 1
6 North - - - -
South - - - -
7 North Outside limit 250 600-900 2, 3
South In TS96 limit 300 - 1
In MHD limit 400 800 2
In MHD limit 400 500-800 2, 3
stationary vortex. Events 2, 5 and 7 were of type 2, indicating the presence of a
single vortex which changed locations over time. Event 7 was type 3, indicating the
presence of multiple traveling vortices.
Event 7 provided the clearest example of the signature we were anticipating in the
radar data. In the northern hemisphere, at 03:40 UT, a convection vortex appears
outside of but near the geographic limit at 74 degrees geographic latitude and 4.5
hours magnetic local time with a speed of about 250 m/s. The estimated size of
this vortex is 600 km wide, larger than our estimation for this event but consistent
with other events’ potential sizes. In six minutes, the vortex moves about 0.5 hours
towards local noon and gained about 2 degrees of geographic latitude. About 2.5 hours
magnetic local time at 03:46 UT, a second potential vortex appears simultaneously
in the dusk direction along the same line of latitude but opposite polarization. The
estimated size of this vortex is 900 km wide, larger than our estimation for this event.
In the southern hemisphere, at 03:50 UT, velocity vectors of 300 m/s appear,
moving against the direction of the average ﬂow in the region, possibly indicating a
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Table 4.3: Change in magnetic ﬁeld components (Bx , By , Bz) taken at the Cluster
location for each event and the period of the oscillations.
Event ∆Bx, ∆ By, ∆Bz [nT] Period [m]
1 35, 10, 12 4 - 7
2 12, 17, 12 3.5 - 4
3 7, 12, 13 2.5 - 3
4 17, 7, 20 3 - 5
5 10, 5, 7 3.5 - 4
6 20, 12, 7 2.5 - 3
7 10, 5, 7 3
8 25, 25, 20 1 - 3.5
present vortex which was not resolved or observed completely. It’s location is within
our geographic range, at approximately -79 degrees geographic latitude and 9 hours
magnetic local time nearest to the TS96 ionospheric footprint estimation. At 03:54
UT, a second vortex appears with in our geographic range at -76 degrees geographic
latitude and 4 hours magnetic local time moving at speeds around 400 m/s. This
vortex moves 2 degrees geographic latitude to the north during the window, and is
located nearest to the global MHD ionosphere footprint estimation. The estimated
size of this vortex is 800 km wide, larger than our estimation for this event by over
600 km.
At 04:00 UT, shown in Figure 4.4, three convection vortices were observed along
the -80 degree magnetic latitude line. In the next frames, shown in Figure 4.5 and
Figure 4.6, two of the three vortices change their polarization. Over the remaining
frames, the vortices vanish. The estimated sizes of these vortices are 500 km to 800
km wide, larger than our estimation for this event but consistent with sizes for other
events.
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Figure 4.4: SuperDARN ﬁtted velocity vector plots for Event 7 from 04:00 UT to 04:04
UT. The color bar to the right indicates the velocity, with vector tails stemming from
each point to represent direction and reiterate speed. The time for each plot is located
to the top of the graph. Radar station acronyms are notated on each panel.
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Figure 4.5: SuperDARN ﬁtted velocity vector plots for Event 7 from 04:06 UT to 04:08
UT. The color bar to the right indicates the velocity, with vector tails stemming from
each point to represent direction and reiterate speed. The time for each plot is located
to the top of the graph. Radar station acronyms are notated on each panel.
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Table 4.4: Summary of SuperMAG clear quasi-periodic oscillations in the northern
and southern hemisphere to include station acronym, change in magnetic ﬁeld, and
period. The asterisk refers to stations in the southern hemisphere. Station (Total)
refers to the station name which displayed results and the total number of SuperMAG
stations were within the geographic range of our event. Only those stations which
provided clear quasi-periodic oscillations are documented.
Event Station (Total) ∆BN , ∆BE, ∆BZ [nT] Period [m]
1 VIZ (1) 15, 25, 5 7
3* - (1) - -
2 - (4) - -
4 IGC (15) 0, 10, 0 7
IQA 0, 15, 3 7
PGC 3, 10, 0 6 - 7
5 ATU (13) 0, 5, 5 5 - 7
GHB 15, 0, 5 6 - 8
KUV 3, 3, 0 6 - 7
NAQ 5, 3, 5 6
SKT 20, 0, 7 6 - 7
STF 20, 10, 7 6 - 7
5* MAW (1) 0, 10, 0 7 - 10
6 - (1) - -
6* B15 (5) 0, 13, 0 4 - 5
7 CCS (1) 0, 10, 10 7
7* MAW (1) 3, 5, 2 6
8 - (6) - -
8* - (1) - -
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4.3 SuperMAG Signatures
The coordinate ranges used to observe potential KHI signatures include both global
MHD and TS96 ionospheric footprints, as well as their deviations. Table 4.3 doc-
uments the period and change in magnetic ﬁeld components of the quasi-periodic
oscillations at the Cluster spacecraft location. Magnetic oscillations varied up to
[35, 25, 20] nT in the X, Y, and Z directions, respectively. The oscillation periods
were measured from 1 minute to 7 minutes, generally falling within the Pc5 range
as suspected by Ohtani et al. [1999]. Table 4.4 documents the signature results from
SuperMAG. In the northern hemisphere, ﬁve events had ground magnetometer sta-
tions operating within their footprint range. Station abbreviations and locations are
listed in Appendix .1. These tables show the period and magnetic ﬁeld component
change of clear quasi-periodic oscillations in the ground data.
In the northern hemisphere, seven events had ground magnetometer stations op-
erating within their footprint range. Events 2, 6 and 8 did not show quasi-periodic
magnetic pulsations in their ground data. Event 1 had one station which recorded
quasi-periodic magnetic pulsations out of a total one station located within its foot-
print location. Event 4 had three out of ﬁfteen stations record quasi-periodic magnetic
pulsations, Event 5 had six out of thirteen and Event 7 had one out of one station.
For the southern hemisphere, ﬁve events had ground magnetometer stations operating
within their footprint range. Event 3 and 8 did not record quasi-periodic magnetic
pulsations, while one out of one station did record pulsations during Event 5 and
7 and one out of ﬁve stations record pulsations for Event 6. Overall, magnetic os-
cillations varied up to [20, 25, 10] nT in the N, E, and Z directions, respectively.
The magnetic ﬁeld component coordinates (BN , BE , BZ) refer to the magnetic ﬁeld
pointing in the local magnetic north, local magnetic east, and vertically downward
direction. The oscillation periods varied from 4 minutes to 10 minutes.
Event 1 provided the clearest example of the signature we were anticipating in the
magnetometer data. The BE and BZ component show quasi-periodic oscillations with
a period in the Pc5 range. Figure 4.7 documents the SuperMAG data for station VIZ
(Station name and location can be referenced in Appendix .1.)and the IMF during
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Event 1. A periodicity can be seen most clearly in the BE component, represented
by the blue line. Both BN and BZ components show a quasi-periodic signature in
the data, as well. The 7 minute period in the SuperMAG data is consistent with the
4 minute to 7 minute period seen in the Cluster data. The change in magnetic ﬁeld
value, is 15 nT, 25 nT, and 5 nT for the BN , BE , and BZ components, respectively.
The power spectral density (PSD) was calculated along the Pc5 frequency spec-
trum for the ground and spacecraft magnetometer data. Figure 4.8 compares the
PSD for each Cluster spacecraft’s magnetic ﬁeld components (Bx, By, Bz) and total,
as well as the ground magnetometer magnetic ﬁeld total for Event 1. The total mag-
netic ﬁeld PSD was calculated by taking the PSD of each individual component and
adding them together. The ground magnetometer magnetic ﬁeld total adds together
the PSD of the BN , BE , and BZ . The top three frames plot the x, y, and z-component
PSD of the magnetic ﬁeld as recorded by Cluster. The fourth frame plots the total
magnetic ﬁeld PSD from Cluster, and the ﬁfth frame plots the total magnetic ﬁeld
PSD from the VIZ ground magnetometer station. The three highlighted columns
through each plot represent the three dominating peaks in the frequency range. As
the ﬁrst and last columns consist of two frequencies, ﬁve frequencies are present in
the ground data which have the highest PSD throughout the Pc5 frequency spectra.
The Cluster PSD data reveals two dominating frequencies, 3.1 and 3.6 mHz. Both of
these frequencies are present in the VIZ data within 0.1 mHz.
This analysis was carried out for each event which indicated quasi-periodic pulsa-
tions in their ground instruments and was documented in Table 4.5. The dominating
frequencies indicated for the Cluster and ground data are those frequencies which
had a higher PSD in their total magnetic ﬁeld than the surrounding regions. Sta-
tion VIZ recorded ﬁve diﬀerent dominating frequencies during Event 1, two of which
were within 0.1 mHz of the identiﬁed Cluster dominating frequencies. Stations IGC,
IQA, and PGC recorded three dominating frequencies, all identical. One frequency
was within 0.6 mHz of the four Cluster dominating frequencies. During Event 5, six
out of seven ground stations recorded a dominating frequency within 0.1 mHz of the
three Cluster frequencies. Five of the seven stations also recorded frequencies within
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Table 4.5: Comparison between the dominating frequencies in Cluster and SuperMAG
data. The dominating frequencies are the frequencies which had the higher PSD when
compared to the surrounding frequencies. Station abbreviations and locations are
listed in Appendix .1.
Event Instrument Dominating Freq. [mHz]
1 Cluster 3.1, 3.6
VIZ 2.2, 2.5, 3.0, 3.6, 3.8
4 Cluster 4.2, 5.0, 6.7, 9.2
IGC 3.2, 5.6, 7.9
IQA 3.2, 5.6, 7.9
PGC 3.2, 5.6, 7.9
5 Cluster 2.8, 5.0, 5.7
MAW 2.0
SKT 2.7, 4.7
STF 2.7, 4.7
ATU 2.7, 6.0
GHB 2.0, 2.7, 4.7
KUV 2.0, 2.7, 5.3
NAQ 2.7, 3.3, 5.3
6 Cluster 4.1, 7.4
B15 4.0, 6.3
7 Cluster 4.1, 4.9, 5.7
CCS 2.4
MAW 3.2, 5.6
0.3 mHz of another dominating Cluster frequency. Station B15 recorded two diﬀer-
ent frequencies during Event 6, one of which was within 0.1 mHz of the two Cluster
dominating frequencies. Two stations during Event 7 recorded dominating frequen-
cies. MAW recorded a dominating frequency within 0.1 mHz of one of the three the
Cluster dominating frequencies. Events 1, 5, 6 and 7 were similar to the previously
published results obtained by Ohtani et al. [1999] whom discovered dominating fre-
quencies within 0.2 mHz of the spacecraft frequency. All oscillation frequencies were
higher in the ground magnetometer data than the Cluster data.
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Figure 4.6: SuperDARN ﬁtted velocity vector plots for Event 7 at 04:10 UT. The
color bar to the right indicates the velocity, with vector tails stemming from each
point to represent direction and reiterate speed. The time for each plot is located to
the top of the graph. Radar station acronyms are notated on each panel.
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Figure 4.7: The magnetometer station from SuperMAG, labeled by station acronym,
for Event 1 from 05:00 UT to 06:00 UT. Three components are documented as the
variation from the background magnetic ﬁeld, displayed as blue (BE component),
red (BZ component), and black (BN component) lines. The bottom panel represents
the IMF with vectors displayed in blue (BY component), red (BZ component), and
black (BX component). The baseline magnetic ﬁeld has been subtracted from each
magnetometer plot.
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Figure 4.8: PSD [nT2/Hz] over the Pc5 frequency range for Event 1 from 05:00 UT to
06:00 UT. The panels represent the PSD of the Cluster magnetic ﬁeld components and
total magnetic ﬁeld, as well as the ground station total magnetic ﬁeld, respectively.
In order, the four spacecrafts are represented in the top four panels by black, red,
green, and blue colors. The dominating frequencies in the ground magnetometer data
are highlighted in yellow throughout the ﬁgure.
Chapter 5
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Establishing a robust identiﬁcation method of the ionospheric signatures resulting
from magnetospheric KHI would be important, as it would allow scientists to reverse
engineer the process in order to locate a magnetospheric KHI event using ionospheric
data. As the KHI can generate FACs, it can modify the ionospheric conductivities
and hence the dynamics of the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling which can lead
to local and global changes of this system. Reconnection initiated by KHI can also
create a parallel electric ﬁeld, causing an acceleration of particles along the magnetic
ﬁeld. Also, pitch angle scattering into the loss cone produced by reconnection in
the vortices may lead to particle precipitation into the atmosphere. In the present
paper we have determined an ionospheric location, size, and perturbation travel time
from magnetosphere to the ionosphere of nine events of quasi-periodic oscillations at
the ﬂank magnetopause that exhibited KHI-like signatures. We then looked for the
potential ionospheric signatures of these events. The conclusions are as follows:
• The mapped ﬁeld lines produced from the global MHD models ranged in iono-
spheric position from a magnetic latitude of 58.3 degrees to 66.4 degrees in the
northern hemisphere and -59.6 degrees to -72.8 degrees in the southern hemi-
sphere. The ionospheric magnetic local time ranged between 6.4 hours to 9.9
hours in the northern hemisphere and 1.3 hours to 9.9 hours in the southern
hemisphere. These magnetic latitudes were less than the latitudes at which Lui
[1989] and Farrugia et al. [1994] observed their auroral bright spots and where
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McHenry et al. [1990] observed traveling convection vortices. The mapped mag-
netic latitude range was similar to where Ohtani et al. [1999] observed the Pc5
magnetometer pulsations.
• The mapped ﬁeld lines produced from the TS96 model ranged in ionospheric
position from a magnetic latitude ranged from 72.9 degrees to 80.2 degrees in
the northern hemisphere and -72.6 degrees to -83.4 degrees in the southern
hemisphere. The ionospheric magnetic local time ranged between 5.0 hours
to 13.8 hours in the northern hemisphere and 4.9 hours to 11.9 hours in the
southern hemisphere. These magnetic latitudes were similar to the latitudes
at which Lui [1989] and Farrugia et al. [1994] observed their auroral bright
spots, where Ohtani et al. [1999] observed the Pc5 magnetometer pulsations,
and where McHenry et al. [1990] observed traveling convection vortices. They
were also mapped to signiﬁcantly higher magnetic latitudes than the global
MHD models.
• The projected ionospheric size calculated at an altitude of 100 km ranged from
47 km to 606 km, the same order of magnitude as previously determined po-
tential ionospheric signature sizes measured by Lui [1989] and Farrugia et al.
[1994].
• Typical Alfvén wave travel time from spacecraft location to the closest iono-
sphere ranged between 0.6 minutes to 3.6 minutes.
• A traveling auroral bright spot was observed in the Polar UVI data during
Event 1 in the northern hemisphere. It was located in the ionospheric footprint
range nearest to the global MHD model’s estimation. This observations were
consistent with previously published ionospheric signatures.
• Stationary and traveling convection vortices were observed in the SuperDARN
data during Events 2, 4, 5, and 7 in the northern hemisphere and Events 1, 5,
and 7 in the southern hemisphere. All vortices sizes were between 500 km and
1,800 km in size, traveling at speeds between 250 m/s and 400 m/s. Events 2, 5,
and 7 had a single traveling convection vortex and Event 7 had multiple traveling
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vortices occurring simultaneously with opposite polarizations. Events 1, 5, and
7 located convection vortices within our footprint estimation. Vorticities within
the estimated vortex sizes were observed during Event 7.
• Pc5 magnetic oscillations were observed in the SuperMAG data during Events
1, 4, 5, 6, and 7 in the northern hemisphere and Events 5-7 in the southern
hemisphere. The oscillations had periods between 4 minutes and 10 minutes
with amplitudes of 2 nT to 25 nT. They were all located within the ionospheric
footprint range. These observations were consistent with previously published
ground magnetometer signatures studied by Ohtani et al. [1999] and the ob-
served periodicity of the KHI occurring at the LLBL. The ground magnetometer
data for Events 1, 5, 6, and 7 had power spectral density peaks at frequencies
that were within one tenth of a mHz of the peaks found in the corresponding
Cluster data. These observations were consistent with those from Ohtani et al.
[1999], whom observed Pc5 frequencies in spacecraft and ground data within
0.2 mHz of one another.
We believe our methods for ﬁeld line mapping into the ionosphere were success-
ful at providing a general observational region for signatures, but not an accurate
location for each event. Footprint accuracy showed its diﬃculty particularly using
SuperDARN data. Determining whether a vortex in the SuperDARN data was due
to KHI or background convection pattern may be easier to diﬀerentiate with bet-
ter mapping accuracy. Generally, it is believed that southward IMF causes a two
cell convection pattern to arise in the polar caps, while northward IMF causes a
four-cell convection pattern. However, much research continues on the subject as
multiple cells can arise in either pattern, as well as distorted or wrapped versions
of the ’standard’ patterns (Knipp et al. [1991]). IMF plays a large role when deter-
mining the background convection pattern. While convection vortices may be visible
in the data, northern IMF orientation makes it diﬃcult for one to conclude whether
this KHI induced signature was actually a convection cell from a four-cell convection
pattern or other multi-cell pattern. Knipp et al. [1991] noted that multiple convec-
tion cells can arise particularly during transitions between the two IMF orientations.
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Ruohoniemi and Greenwald [1998] documented a 2 minute change in convection cell
direction during a northward to southward IMF transition which occurred over 2.5
minutes. Diﬀerentiating between the typical background convection patterns and our
expected vortex signature thus becomes diﬃcult. More extensive work is necessary
to overcome this observational challenge. The F-region is dynamic and our research
would beneﬁt from a more accurate footprint. This may allow one to diﬀerentiate
between ionospheric anomalies produced by KHI versus a vortex due to a two-cell or
four-cell convection pattern.
Running high resolution models could provide more accurate ionospheric footprint
results. It would be desirable to simulate these events with very high resolution
(40 km to 100 km) in global models to resolve both cusp, day-side and ﬂank KHI
region simultaneously. This would allow one to address the question of whether the
quasi-periodic oscillations at the ﬂank could be produced by a ﬂux transfer event
originating from the day-side or cusp for these conditions or what the combined
ionospheric signatures would look like if both processes, FTEś and KHIś, occurred
simultaneously.
It would also be important to determine the exact cause of the large discrepancy
in mapped ionospheric footprint location in magnetic ﬁeld latitude between the TS96
and global MHD models. Both model types located the footprint to the same altitude,
however there is up to a 20 degree diﬀerence in magnetic latitude. Due to its semi-
empirical nature, the TS96 model inherently includes the eﬀects of the kinetic physics,
while the global MHD models did not (with the partial exception of the BATS-R-US
ring current model version, which was ran as a special case in our research). However,
the global MHD models require more environmental parameters to be deﬁned than
the TS96 model, which only requires the disturbance solar time index, solar wind
dynamic pressure and velocity (1D) and the By and Bx component of the IMF to run.
The global models utilize an electric potential solver and dipole approximation while
TS96 uses the IGRF-2011 model coeﬃcients for the ionosphere to map ionospheric
footprints to the Earth’s surface. The high order terms in the spherical harmonic
expansion of the IGRF-2011 coeﬃcients overtake the dipole approximation term in
the expansion as one nears the Earth’s surface. Therefore, the IGRF-2011 model
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should be a more accurate model for near-Earth approximations than a dipole model.
If the global models could include the option to map the near-Earth environment
using IGRF-2011, this could lead to more accurate mapping results.
Appendices
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Table 1: Names and locations of the SuperMAG stations which observed quasi-period
oscillations during our events, listed alphabetically. The listed coordinates are in
geographic latitude and geographic longitude.
Station Name LAT LON
(ATU) Attu 67.93 306.43
(B15) m82-003 -81.49 2.97
(CCS) Chelyuskin 77.72 104.28
(GHB) Nuuk 64.17 308.27
(IGC) Igloolik 69.30 278.20
(IQA) Iqaluit 63.75 291.48
(KUV) Kullorsuaq 74.57 302.82
(MAW) Mawson -67.16 62.88
(NAQ) Narssarssuaq 61.16 314.56
(PGC) Pangnirtung 66.10 294.20
(SKT) Maniitsoq 65.42 307.10
(STF) Kangerlussuaq 67.02 309.28
(VIZ) Vieze Island 79.48 76.98
.1 SuperMAG Station Names
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.2 Codes
This Fortran program was used in conjunction with GEOPACK-2008 (Tsyganenko et al.
[2008]) which includes an external TS96 model (Tsyganenko and Stern [1996]) and in-
ternal IGRF model (Finlay et al. [2010]) in order to map the ionospheric footprint of
the KHI. This program plots ﬁeld lines from the Earth into the magnetosphere with
a resolution of 0.05 degrees of latitude and 1.0 degrees of longitude. The program
then found which ﬁeld lines came within .3 Re of our satellite in the northern and
southern hemisphere, and hence the KHI.
PROGRAM latg_erd
DIMENSION XX(1700) ,YY(1700) ,ZZ(1700) , PARMOD(10)
EXTERNAL T96_01 ,IGRF_GSW_08
IYEAR=2001
IDAY=184
IHOUR=05
MIN=00
ISEC=0
VGSEX= −407
VGSEY= −16
VGSEZ= −11
CALL RECALC_08 (IYEAR,IDAY,IHOUR,MIN, ISEC ,VGSEX,VGSEY,VGSEZ)
C THE SOLAR WIND PRESSURE (PDYN, NANOPASCALS) , DST−INDEX (DST, nT) ,
C TWO COMPONENTS OF IMF (BY_IMF AND BZ_IMF, nT)
PDYN =2.
DST =18.
BY_IMF=−6.
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BZ_IMF=1.
PARMOD(1)=PDYN
PARMOD(2)=DST
PARMOD(3)=BY_IMF
PARMOD(4)=BZ_IMF
nl =50.
nl2 =12.
thetamin =−90.∗0.01745329
thetamax=90.∗0.01745329
phimin=0.∗0.01745329
phimax=0.∗0.01745329
dtheta=(thetamax−thetamin )/ n l
dphi=(phimax−phimin )/ n l
r ad iu s =1.0
suunta=3.
i f ( dphi . eq . 0 ) nl2=1
do 31 i j =1,2
suunta=suunta −2.0
theta=thetamin
phi=phimax
do 29 ind=1, nl2
phi=phi−dphi
theta=thetamin
do 30 iv= 1 , n l
theta=theta+dtheta
write (∗ ,∗ ) ’ theta , phi ’ , theta , phi
write (∗ ,∗ ) ’PARMOD’ ,PARMOD
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XGSM=rad ius ∗ s i n ( theta )∗ cos ( phi )
YGSM=rad ius ∗ s i n ( theta )∗ s i n ( phi )
ZGSM=rad ius ∗ cos ( theta )
CALL SPHCAR_08 ( radius , theta , phi ,XGEO,YGEO,ZGEO, 1 )
CALL GEOGSW_08 (XGEO,YGEO,ZGEO,XGSW,YGSW,ZGSW,1 )
CALL GEIGEO_08 (XGEO,YGEO,ZGEO,XGEI,YGEI, ZGEI,−1)
c SPECIFY TRACING PARAMETERS:
DIR=1.
C (TRACE THE LINE WITH A FOOTPOINT IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE,
C ANTIPARALLEL TO THE MAGNETIC FIELD)
DSMAX=1.0
C (MAXIMAL SPACING BETWEEN THE FIELD LINE POINTS SET EQUAL TO 1 RE)
ERR=0.0001
RLIM=60.
R0=1.
IOPT=0
CALL TRACE_08 (XGSW,YGSW,ZGSW,DIR ,DSMAX,ERR,RLIM,R0 , IOPT,
∗ PARMOD,T96_01 ,IGRF_GSW_08,XF,YF,ZF ,XX,YY,ZZ ,M,LMAX)
C WRITE THE RESULTS IN THE DATAFILE ’LINTEST1 .DAT’ :
OPEN(UNIT=1,FILE=’ l i n e . dat ’ )
i f (M. l e . 1 ) goto 30
i f (M. ge . 3 0 0 )goto 30
WRITE ( 1 , 21 ) (M, XGEI, YGEI, ZGEI)
WRITE ( 1 , 20 ) (XX(L) ,YY(L) ,ZZ(L) ,L=1,M)
C Output in GSE Coordinates
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20 FORMAT( ( 2X, 3F7 . 2 ) )
21 FORMAT(1X, I3 )
write (∗ ,∗ ) ’ f i e l d l i n e ’ , i j ∗ i v
write (∗ ,∗ ) ’ l ength ␣ o f ␣a␣ f i e l d l i n e ’ ,M
30 continue
29 continue
31 continue
CLOSE(UNIT=1)
STOP
END
C−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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This IDL program was used to map the global MHD model ionospheric locations
and TS96 model ionospheric locations of the KHI. This code was created for visual
purposes and to aid in locating which regions to search for ionospheric instruments
in.
PRO draw_loc
SET_PLOT, ’PS ’
device , decomposed=0, co l o r=1
loadct , 39
; Northen l o c a t i o n s f o r Globa l and TS96 Model
globalN_lat=[56 .1 , 44 . 6 , 48 . 26 , 48 . 7 , 56 . 6 , 5 3 . 9 ]
globalN_lon=[−65.1 , −62.2 , −66.6 , −66.8 , −64.0 , −66.3]
TSN_lat= [ 7 0 . 8 7 , 4 4 . 9 8 , 4 9 . 6 8 , 4 9 . 3 6 , 7 7 . 0 5 , 7 0 . 2 6 ]
TSN_lon=[31.02 ,−54.68 ,−44.17 ,−52.17 ,101 .2 ,45 .78 ]
; Southern l o c a t i o n s f o r Globa l and TS96 Model
g loba lS_lat =[−82.2 ,−77.97 ,−69.7 ,−72.5 ,−88.9 ,−82.9]
g lobalS_lon=[−63.6 ,−69.29 ,−57.3 ,−60.5 ,−28.7 ,−60.0]
TSS_lat=[−77.39 ,−62.65 ,−58.93 ,−69.49 ,−77.61 ,−68.92]
TSS_lon=[4 . 47 , 160 . 42 , 30 . 63 , −17 ,50 . 22 , 53 . 52 ]
;Map the Northern l o c a t i o n s
DEVICE, FILENAME=’northGEO . ps ’
;WINDOW, 1
MAP_SET, LIMIT=[40 , −90, 89 , 133 ]
MAP_GRID, /LABEL
MAP_CONTINENTS
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oplot , globalN_lon , globalN_lat , COLOR=250 , PSYM=5, SYMSIZE=2
oplot , [ 4 6 ] , [ 8 7 . 6 ] , COLOR=250 , PSYM=5, SYMSIZE=2
xyouts , 50 , 87 , ’ Global␣MHD␣Model␣Locat ion ’ ; , CHARSIZE=2
oplot , TSN_lon , TSN_lat , COLOR=80, PSYM=6, SYMSIZE=2
oplot , [ 4 6 ] , [ 8 3 . 6 ] , COLOR=80, PSYM=6, SYMSIZE=2
xyouts , 50 . 3 , 83 , ’TS96␣Model␣Locat ion ’
DEVICE, FILENAME=’southGEO . ps ’
;WINDOW, 2
MAP_SET, LIMIT=[−42, −90 ,−90 , 175 ]
MAP_GRID, /LABEL
MAP_CONTINENTS
oplot , globalS_lon , g lobalS_lat , COLOR=250 , PSYM=5, SYMSIZE=2
oplot , [ 7 5 ] , [ −47 .5 ] , COLOR=250 , PSYM=5, SYMSIZE=2
xyouts , 80 , −48, ’ Global␣MHD␣Model␣ Locat ion ’
oplot , TSS_lon , TSS_lat , COLOR=80, PSYM=6, SYMSIZE=2
oplot , [ 7 5 ] , [ −51 .5 ] , COLOR=80, PSYM=6, SYMSIZE=2
xyouts , 80 . 7 , −52, ’TS96␣Model␣ Locat ion ’
DEVICE, /CLOSE
end
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This IDL program helped determine the resolution between both global models
and their ending altitudes.
date=’ ’
m=’ ’
read , date ,PROMPT="Enter date [mmddyyy ] "
read ,m,PROMPT="Which model to look at BATSRUS[ b ] or OpenGGCM[ g ] ?"
Get_LUN, lun
cd=’ /home/ emily /KHI/Field_Line_Mapping/Va ’
i f (m eq ’ b ’ ) then begin
model=’BATSRUS ’
endif else i f (m eq ’ g ’ ) then begin
model=’OpenGGCM’
endif
f i l e s=f i n d f i l e ( cd+’ / ’+model+’ / ’+date+’ / ’+’ ∗ . txt ’ )
r eadco l , f i l e s ( 0 ) ,FORMAT=’d , d , d , d , d , d , d , d , d , d , x , x , x , x , x ’ $
, x , y , z ,N, vx , vy , vz ,Bx ,By , Bz
end i t=n_elements ( x)−1
dx=FINDGEN( end i t )
dy=FINDGEN( end i t )
dz=FINDGEN( end i t )
for i =0 ,( endit −1) do begin
dx ( i )=x( i )−x ( i +1)
dy ( i )=y( i )−y ( i +1)
dz ( i )=z ( i )−z ( i +1)
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endfor
north_end=sq r t ( x(1)^2+y(1)^2+z (1)^2)
south_end=sq r t ( x ( end i t )^2+y( end i t )^2+z ( end i t )^2)
print , mean(dx ) ,mean(dy ) ,mean( dz )
print , ’ North␣Alt : ’ , north_end
print , ’ South␣Alt : ’ , south_end
FREE_LUN, lun
end
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This MATLAB program calculated the Alfv´en speed and time travel along the
mapped ﬁeld line geometries for both hemispheres.
mu=1.2566370∗10^−6; %H/m
lun=fopen ( ’ /home/ emily /0621. txt ’ , ’ r ’ ) ;
var=fscanf ( lun , ’%f ␣%f ␣%f ␣%f ␣%f ␣%f ␣%f ␣%f ␣%f ␣%f ␣%f ␣%f ␣%f ␣%f ␣%f ’ . . .
, [ 1 5 , i n f ] ) ;
fc lose ( lun ) ;
B=sqrt ( var (8 , : ) .^2+ var (9 , : ) .^2+ var ( 1 0 , : ) . ^ 2 ) ;
v=sqrt (B.^2/(mu.∗ var ( 4 , : ) ) ) ;
dir=input ( ’ Follow␣ the ␣ F i e ld ␣ l i n e ␣ f o r ␣n , s , b␣ (North , ␣South , ␣Both )? ’ , ’ s ’ ) ;
x=input ( ’ Enter ␣ the ␣X−Coordinate ␣ o f ␣ S a t e l l i t e ’ ) ;
[ row , co l ]= find ( var == x ) ;
i f row == 1
i f dir == ’ s ’
%For South ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
for i=co l : length ( var ( 1 , : ) )
%d_n( i )=[( x2 ( i )−x1 ( i ))^2+y2−y2 ) ^ 2 . . . ]
v_avg_n( i )=(v ( i )+v ( i +1))/2 ;
t_n( i )=d( i )/v_avg( i ) ;
end
p r i n t f ( ’ South : ␣%f \n ’ ,sum( t_s ) ) ;
e l s e i f dir == ’n ’
%For North ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
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for i =1: c o l
%d_s( i )=[( x2 ( i )−x1 ( i ))^2+y2−y2 ) ^ 2 . . . ]
v_avg_s ( i )=(v ( i )+v ( i +1))/2 ;
t_s ( i )=d( i )/v_avg( i ) ;
end
p r i n t f ( ’ North : ␣%f ’ ,sum( t_n ) ) ;
else
%For North ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
for i =1: c o l
%d_s( i )=[( x2 ( i )−x1 ( i ))^2+y2−y2 ) ^ 2 . . . ]
v_avg_s ( i )=(v ( i )+v ( i +1))/2 ;
t_s ( i )=d( i )/v_avg( i ) ;
end
%For South
for i=co l : length ( var ( 1 , : ) )
%d_n( i )=[( x2 ( i )−x1 ( i ))^2+y2−y2 ) ^ 2 . . . ]
v_avg_n( i )=(v ( i )+v ( i +1))/2 ;
t_n( i )=d( i )/v_avg( i ) ;
end
p r i n t f ( ’ North : ␣%f \nSouth : ␣%f \n ’ ,sum( t_n ) ,sum( t_s ) ) ;
end
end
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This IDL program calculated the power spectral density of ground magnetometer
data and the frequency at which each occured.
Pro spectral int_mag , s i gna l , ps igna l , f s i g
; Define v a r i a b l e s and time
t s i g=s i g n a l (3 ,∗)+( s i g n a l ( 4 ,∗ ) /60 )
n s i gna l=N_ELEMENTS( s i g n a l ( 1 ,∗ ) )
p s i gna l=FLTARR(8 , n s i gna l /2+1)
f s i g=FLTARR( ns i gna l /2+1)
; Perform FFT
h f s i g n a l x=FFT(HANNING( ns i gna l )∗ s i g n a l ( 0 ,∗ ) )
h f s i g n a l y=FFT(HANNING( ns i gna l )∗ s i g n a l ( 1 ,∗ ) )
h f s i g n a l z=FFT(HANNING( ns i gna l )∗ s i g n a l ( 2 ,∗ ) )
;PSD
hpx=abs ( h f s i g n a l x ( 0 : n s i gna l /2 . ) )^2 ; x
hpy=abs ( h f s i g n a l y ( 0 : n s i gna l /2 . ) )^2 ; y
hpz=abs ( h f s i g n a l z ( 0 : n s i gna l /2 . ) )^2 ; z
hptrace=hpx+hpy+hpz ; t o t a l
; Freq
de l t =3600∗( t s i g ( ns igna l −1)− t s i g ( 0 ) ) / ( ns igna l −1)
m2=FINDGEN( ns i gna l /2.+1)
f r eq2=m2/( n s i gna l ∗ de l t )
f a c t o r=2∗ns i gna l ∗ de l t
f s i g= f r eq2 ( 0 : n s i gna l /2)
; Set array
ps i gna l (0 ,∗)= f a c t o r ∗hpx
p s i gna l (1 ,∗)= f a c t o r ∗hpy
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p s i gna l (2 ,∗)= f a c t o r ∗hpz
p s i gna l (3 ,∗)= f a c t o r ∗hptrace
return
end
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Table 2: SuperDARN geographic latitude and magnetic local time [UT] ranges which
ionospheric signatures could have occurred due to KHI activity. These ranges included
both MHD models’ and TS96’s locations and estimated deviations. Subindices ’min’
and ’max’ refer to the minimum and maximum values of latitude and magnetic local
time observed.
Event Hemisphere LATmin LATmax MLTmin MLTmax
1 South -85 -65 2 8
2 North 60 75 12 14
4 North 50 70 6 10
5 North 50 70 1 7
South -85 -55 6 12
6 South -80 -55 6 12
7 North 75 85 5 10
South -80 -65 3 11
.3 Footprint Observation Limits
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Table 3: SuperMAG magnetic latitude and magnetic longitude ranges which iono-
spheric signatures could have occurred due to KHI activity. These ranges included
both MHD models’ locations and estimated deviations. The subindices refer to
the mapped ﬁeld line locations ending in the northern (N) or southern (S) pole.
Subindices ’min’ and ’max’ refer to the minimum and maximum values of latitude
and magnetic local time observed.
Event Hemisphere MLATmin MLATmax MLONmin MLONmax
1 North 65 85 130 160
South -80 -70 30 90
2 North 70 85 -45 -15
South -85 -70 -65 -45
3 North - - - -
South -80 -60 -115 -40
4 North 50 80 -40 30
South -80 -60 -90 -70
5 North 50 85 25 45
South -85 -55 80 115
6 North 50 85 15 30
South -85 -55 30 75
7 North 70 80 140 185
South -80 -65 65 175
8 North 60 80 85 145
South -85 -65 85 175
9 North - - - -
South - - - -
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.4 Annales Geophysicae Manuscript
The following manuscript was accepted for publication to Annales Geophysicae in
October 2013. This manuscript includes data from Chapters 1-4 of this thesis.
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Table 4: Averaged geographic latitude, geographic longitude, and magnetic longitude
for each event with corresponding deviation to each pole. These footprints were
determined using the global MHD models. The subindices refer to the mapped ﬁeld
line locations ending in the northern (N) or southern (S) pole.
Event LATN LONN MLONN LATS LONS MLONS
1 70.87 31.02 127 -77.39 4.47 43
2 - - - - - -
3 - - - -62.65 160.42 -108
4 44.96 -54.68 21 - - -
5 49.68 -44.17 35 -58.93 30.63 85
6 49.36 -52.17 25 -69.49 -17.0 38
7 77.05 101.2 176 -77.61 50.22 71
8 70.26 45.78 137 -68.92 53.52 98
9 - - - - -
.5 Ionospheric Location in Magnetic and Geographic
Coordinates
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Table 5: Averaged geographic latitude, geographic longitude, and magnetic longitude
for each event with corresponding deviation to each pole. These footprints were
determined using the TS96 model. The subindices refer to the mapped ﬁeld line
locations ending in the northern (N) or southern (S) pole.
Event LATN LONN MLONN LATS LONS MLONS
1 81.89 24.41 144.0 -72.6 51.66 88
2 67.62 -88.58 -30.0 -79.6 173.8 -58
3 - - - -80.5 -175.0 -49
4 67.04 -102.71 -51.0 -71.5 176.5 -79
5 70.74 -55.43 33 -73.8 74.9 111
6 69.62 -61.54 20 -80.4 69.5 65
7 83.03 28.51 149.0 -65.4 100.3 167
8 72.69 -8.48 96.0 -71.6 63.9 104
9 83.54 100.72 177.0 - - -
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